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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The review was informed by an extensive range of inputs from businesses regulated by the
Dangerous Goods Safety Act with contributions from industry associations, individual licence holders,
co regulators, government partners and from insights provided by officers of the Department of Mines
and Petroleum.

Ten years on from the introduction of this legislation in Western Australia there
is an appetite across industry and within the agency to rejuvenate the
modernising theme conveyed in the 2004 legislation and to strengthen the use
of risk based, outcomes focused regulation.

There is consistent support for the retention of a Dangerous Goods Safety Act
recognising the unique and valued "supply chain" coverage the Act provides in
its current form.

t
f

Confirmation of the general duty of care applicable to all persons responsible
for the control or management of dangerous goods (to prevent unreasonable
harm to people, property or the environment) now forms the basis of
responsible safety practice and appropriately extends the regulatory benefit of
the Act beyond sites, workplaces and the act of transportation to the broader
community.

Sixteen recommendations are developed from the findings outlined in this report and from the range
of information detailed elsewhere in this document.

The recommendations provide a composite response to the requirements, intent and purpose of a
review of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 as required by Section 69 of that Act.

Dangerous Goods Safety Act

Seven recommendations are made in respect of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act itself.

A central theme is to introduce best practice features of the Model WHS legislation to the existing
Dangerous Goods Safety framework in Western Australia and to sharpen the focus of the Act by the
incorporation of a clear Object for the legislation. The recommendations are to:

•  retain a separate Dangerous Goods Safety Act with its current "supply chain" scope to
encompass a general duty of care applicable to all persons responsible for the control or
management of dangerous goods to prevent unreasonable harm to people (including
themselves), property or the environment

•  introduce best practice features of WHS legislation to the existing dangerous goods safety
framework in Western Australia and continue to apply Dangerous Goods Safety Act coverage
to all sites covered by the proposed Resources Safety Act

•  strengthen the intent and purpose of the Act by the incorporation of a clear object for the
legislation by adapting the phrasing of the object in the current Dangerous Goods Safety
(Road and Rail Transport of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007 to the broader context of a
redrafted Dangerous Goods Safety Act

•  plan for the phase out of occupational licences in settings where explosives are used in
favour of accreditation arrangements (following industry consultation and to standards
determined by the regulator) and align future compliance with duty of care principles with
activity licences, duty holders and persons conducting a business or undertaking (PCBU).
Retain the current role for government in the issue of Dangerous Goods Security Cards
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•  commence a program of consultation with the transport industry, law enforcement, freight
regulators and industry to explore the benefits, risks, and costs of introducing activity licences
to the future regulation of the transport of dangerous goods and consider the relative merits of
occupational licences or accreditation regimes in achieving best on road, safety outcomes

•  amend enforcement measures in the Dangerous Goods Safety Act to include issue of
improvement notices, issue of prohibition notices and other matters as outlined as in model
WHS legislation, and to

•  continue to align the scope of dangerous goods legislation with the Australian Dangerous
Goods Code and further evaluate the appropriateness of adopting the classification of
dangerous goods under the Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals (GHS) to better align with practice in other jurisdictions.

Regulatory Reform

A program for further regulatory reform is proposed centred on consolidation of current regulations
into a single, omnibus regulation characterised by continuing use of approved industry codes of
practice.

There is an appreciation that this process of modernisation may need to proceed in two phases
beginning with an initial incorporation of the explosives, SRS and dangerous goods handling
provisions and with the transport elements to follow in the medium term.

Incorporation of the transport component will be largely dependent on the extent to which an activity
licence model (as is proposed in the explosives domain) is taken up in due course. This would enable
further measured consideration of the role of occupational licences in transport safety associated with
the movement of dangerous goods and provide an opportunity to work with other jurisdictions on an
appropriate approach to standards and compliance.

The recommendations are to:

•  align future regulation of Major Hazard Facilities with the provisions of a new Resource Safety
Act reflecting the anticipated focus of that legislation on a safety case model of regulation

•  consolidate current Dangerous Goods Safety Act regulations into a single, omnibus
regulation, commencing with incorporation of the explosives, SRS and dangerous goods
handling provisions, and subject to industry and regulatory consultation work towards
inclusion of transport regulation in the medium term, and

•  develop a single "activity" licence to reduce the number of licences in operation at any one
licenced location.

The concept is a single licence, informed by a single set of regulations, with endorsements or content
attaching to the particular technical context, location or setting (storage, SRS etc.) and aligned to the
duties of the PCBU or operator.

Modernising Administration of the Act by the Department of Mines and Petroleum

Matters associated with the continuing administration of the Act by the Department of Mines and
Petroleum are covered in six recommendations commencing with a package of initiatives designed to
modernise regulatory practice and enhance safety outcomes at Major Hazard Facilities across the
state. The MHF strategies include:

•  rejuvenation of the Major Hazard Facility Forum (with an independent chair) with a charter
appropriate to improving consistency and value associated with safety case regulatory
activities
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•  periodic 3rd party and transparent review of the cost recovery formula for MHF fees - to
better inform the pricing (and resourcing) of regulatory services

•  incorporation of a change control element in the safety case regime with the object of de-
risking improvements and investments in plant infrastructure and systems and simplifying
approvals associated with planned upgrades to facilities

•  exploration of ways in which earlier (provisional) approval of safety case regimes might be
obtained to assist capital approval and governance processes within business's establishing
or substantially upgrading MHF facilities

•  greater emphasis by DMP on industry conditions and context through the establishment of
relationship management roles for DMP executives - separate from the day to day
supervision of site based regulatory activities and approvals,

•  better use by DMP and industry of appropriate technologies to facilitate inspection, review
and audit performance - and to ensure continuity and consistency in compliance technique
and regulatory culture, and

•  consideration  of model WHS enforcement provisions to supplement the options
(infringements and remediation notices) currently available in the Act.

Other recommendations call for DMP to:

•  place greater policy focus on achieving consistency and simplification in regulatory practice
and seek to improve capabilities in respect of policy, best practice research and industry
liaison

•  develop a more sophisticated, business driven approach to the collection, use and value of
information to inform the effectiveness, focus and modernisation of the regulation of
dangerous goods safety in Western Australia

•  plan for and invest in an ICT strategy for dangerous goods regulation in which a portal based
"digital relationship" with licence holders might be developed enabling access for information
exchange, licensing transactions, licence content, customised provision of codes and
standards based information, transparent inspection reports and provision of self-assessmerÿt
tools for site based use

•  review and reconfirm protocols with government partners for collaboration, exchange of
information, joint inspection activities, compliance roles, shared technology, incident response
and participation in approval and planning processes ahead of the take up of model powers in
any new Dangerous Goods Safety Act, and

•  initiate (subject to the passage of enabling State legislation) an appropriate MOU with the new
national rail safety regulator to guide and inform cooperative regulatory activities in respect of
the movement of dangerous goods by rail in Western Australia.

The recommendations also provide a composite response to the challenge questions used by the
review to inform the intent and purpose of a Section 69 review of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act
2004.
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INTRODUCTION

Terms of Reference

The Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 (the Act) relates to the storage, handling, transport and use of
dangerous goods, including the operation of major hazard facilities across Western Australia.

Section 69 of the Act sets out a requirement for the Minister for Mines and Petroleum to conduct a
review of the operation and effectiveness of the Act. The specific references in Section 69 require
that:

•  as soon as practicable after the fifth anniversary of its commencement, the Minister must
review the operation and effectiveness of this Act and prepare a report about the review, and

•  as soon as practicable after preparing the report, the Minister must cause it to be laid before
each House of Parliament.

This statutory review was carried out by a consultant in independent practice, George McCullagh. Mr
McCullagh is a senior and experienced consultant who has conducted a number of these reviews for
governments across the past decade. He was appointed to the role earlier this year following a
procurement process conducted by the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP).

Purpose of this report

The review focused on a contemporary assessment of the extent to which the objectives and
purposes of the Act have been met since the Act was proclaimed in 2008.

The formal requirement is to conduct a review of the operation and effectiveness of the Act. The Act is
silent on more detailed terms of reference as might be applied to reviews of this nature however
appropriate regard in respect of methodology was informed by the Public Service Commission's
guidance on the conduct of these reviews1.

To better inform the review task theme questions were developed by the consultant at project
commissioning and incorporated in an Information Paper circulated to review stakeholders to provide
context for the review. The challenge questions were:

How has the Act assisted government and industry to perform their roles
across the past 5 years?

What have been the learnings and experiences of industry, government
partners and DMP in administering the Act to date?

What improvements to the current legislation and attendant regulations warrant
consideration?

What opportunities exist to further modernise regulatory and compliance
practice within the framework provided by this Act?

1 Public Service Commission, Guidelines for the Review of Legislation, Government of Western Australia, 2013.
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Is the scope of the current Act appropriate?

How could administration of the Act be improved?

What does industry, government partners and the community have to say
about the performance of the Department for Mines and Petroleum in
administering the Act?

How can interagency regulatory, inspection and compliance activity be
strengthened or improved?

Are there best practice experience and insights from other jurisdictions that
might be considered in future legislative and regulatory arrangements in
Western Australia?

Is stand-alone dangerous goods safety legislation required?

The Information Paper was widely distributed throughout the Review process and was also accessible
from the DMP website where over 800 downloads of the paper took place during the course of the
review.

Approach

A program of consultation with industry, government and other stakeholders has informed the review
process.

In March 2014, DMP wrote to licence holders across the state advising the commencement of the
review and extending an opportunity to make comment on any aspect of the Act, the licensing
process, administration by DMP and the role of the Act in the safe conduct of business.  The
correspondence reached company or organisational licence holders across a range of Western
Australian industries and settings including:

•  operators of Major Hazard Facilities
•  transport and logistics
•  power generation
•  retail
•  mining and resource sector businesses
•  local government
•  food manufacture and storage
•  fuel storage and distribution
•  service stations
•  manufacturing
•   services, and
•  water treatment.

The invitation to participate was also extended to individuals holding occupational licences issued
under the Act including shotfirers and drivers operating vehicles carrying dangerous goods or
explosives.

The correspondence contained links to a short on line survey as one way in which licence holders
could participate in the review process. Others chose to contact the review consultant directly or made
short written submissions.
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A range of industry associations, co-regulators and peak bodies were also approached for an
opportunity to contribute to the review. These discussions took place in May 2014 - often in workshop
settings with a number of constituent members of the various associations present.

A number of businesses regulated under various provisions of the Act also contributed through
teleconferences, site visits, provision of case studies and by provision of practical examples of the
strengths and weaknesses of regulatory practice associated with this statute.

All key government partners accepted an invitation to participate in the review. Relevant Directors
General in Transport, Environmental Regulation, Commerce (Worksafe), Port CEOs and the
Commissioner for Police and the Commissioner for Fire and Emergency Services made senior
personnel available to meet with the Consultant and to assist with review processes.

Associations including the Western Australian Local Government Association, the Chartered Institute
for Logistics and Transport in Australia (CILTA), the Western Australia Road Transport Associatior,
the Kwinana Industries Council, the Chamber of Minerals and Energy and the CCWA generously
assisted with promotion of the review among their members or with the conduct of consultative
workshops. Specialist industry bodies such as Australian Explosives Industry and Safety Group Inc.
and the Plastics and Chemical Industries Association provided invaluable insights and counsel.

Within the Department for Mines and Petroleum the Director General Richard Sellers and Simon
Ridge the Executive Director leading the Resource Safety Division gave great support to the projec-.
Philip Hine, the Director of the Dangerous Goods Safety Branch facilitated the review with great
professionalism and ensured very complete and open access to personnel, reports, data and the
insights the agency has assembled over time in respect of the operations of the Act.

In particular the Department has assisted with:

•  a mail out (from the licensing database) to over 1,500 licence holders across Western
Australia advising of the purpose of this review and inviting participation in its processes

•  administration of an on-line survey established to enable direct input from licence holders and
other stakeholders

•  a survey of website usage relating to dangerous goods enquiries
•  a summary of significant matters relating to the drafting of the current Act
•  copies of briefing notes and early drafting materials associated with Safety Legislation Reform

Project and historical material relating to the preparation of the 2004 legislation
•  numerous internal departmental reports and documents relevant to this review, and
•  workshops, interviews and opportunities for discussions with DMP employees across the

agency.

Review Context and National Initiatives

Over several decades Australian jurisdictions have worked towards achieving greater consistency in
work health and safety regulations.

At the Workplace Relations Ministers' Council (WRMC) meeting on 1 February 2008, Ministers agreed
the use of model legislation was the most effective way to achieve harmonisation of work health and
safety laws. Subsequently, COAG (in July 2008) endorsed an Intergovernmental Agreement for
Regulatory and Operational Reform in Occupational Health and Safety.

The IGA recommended a National Review into Model Occupational Health and Safety Laws be
conducted to make recommendations on the optimal structure and content of a model Occupational
Health and Safety (OHS) Act that was capable of being adopted in all jurisdictions. Subsequently
Safe Work Australia released a draft Model Work Health and Safety (WHS) Act for public comment in
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September 2009. Following this exposure phase the WRMC endorsed the revised model WHS Act on
11 December 2009 and a final version was made available on the Safe Work Australia website in
April 2010.

The model work health and safety laws now comprise the Model Work Health and Safety (WHS) Act;
supported by model WHS regulations, model Codes of Practice and a National Compliance and
Enforcement Policy. Jurisdictions have committed to adopting the model work health and safety
legislation, with minor variations as necessary to ensure it is consistent with relevant drafting

protocols and other laws and processes operating within the jurisdiction.
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This review of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act took place in the context of a
program of regulatory reform that aims to modernise safety legislation in
Western Australia, informed inÿ by the national framework for model health
and safety laws and other work proceeding on the development of a new
national framework for explosives.

Through a parallel process to this review, a companion act to the Dangerous
Goods Safety Act (the Mines Safety and Inspection Act) is expected to be
replaced in time with a new statute that would adopt aspects of the national
Workplace Health and Safety (WHS) Act as well as addressing mining specific
requirements. There is also an expectation that any new Resource Safety Act
would incorporate the regulation of Major Hazard Facilities (currently
addressed under the Dangerous Goods Safety Act).

As a consequence it is anticipated that the Dangerous Goods Safety Act will be
re-drafted in due course to reflect changes determined in companion
legislation. At that time it may also be appropriate to reengineer the suite of
Dangerous Goods Safety Regulations to simplify the existing licensing and
regulatory regime.

A Ministerial Advisory Panel was established in early 2014 to oversee development of the new
Resource Safety statute. Throughout the review process the consultant maintained contact with DMP
personnel servicing the MAP. An information briefing was also provided to MAP members on May 28,
2014, before drafting of this report commenced.

Completion of this Statutory Review in June 2014 will enable appropriate observations from this
review to be included in deliberations by the Ministerial Advisory Panel as its work continues into
2015.
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1. DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY LEGISLATION IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Legislative Background

The Dangerous Goods Safety Bill 2002 (No 168) was introduced to the Western Australian Parliament
on April 12, 2002 and subsequently received Royal Assent on June 10, 2004.

The 2004 legislation enjoyed bi-partisan support and was the product of a lengthy consultative
process conducted across industry and community organisations.

Implementation of the Act did not commence until 2008 when an initial set of enabling regulations
were gazetted.

The Dangerous Goods Safety Act (2004) amalgamated the provisions of the outdated Explosives and
Dangerous Goods Act 1961 and the Dangerous Goods (Transport) Act 1998 to create a single
consolidated statute.

{.   The central tenet of the Act was articulation of a general duty of care applicable
I"  to all persons responsible for the control or management of dangerous goods
t,

to prevent unreasonable harm to people, property or the environment.

The Act also enabled a risk management approach and incorporated the use of performance based
standards and codes of practice. Licencing arrangements were established to support appropriate
public, workplace and environmental safety outcomes.

t   The Second Reading speech emphasised that the proposed legislation
I ÿ  signalled a departure from an outdated and prescriptive approach to legislation

t   and introduced a "modern performance-based, risk management regime thatshifts the responsibility for the safety of dangerous goods from the
t.  Government to industry, where it belongs''2.

The Minister emphasised that the new approach facilitated the formal adoption of modern safety
standards as non-mandatory codes of practice and that these codes of practice would assist industry
in meeting its duty of care in a more efficient and cost-effective manner, resulting in higher levels of
public, workplace and environmental safety.

In his remarks the Minster also made reference to an adverse review by the Auditor General in 2000
and incidents such as the Bellevue hazardous waste fire and the Carmel fireworks explosions as
considerations informing the need for this legislation.

The Minister also noted that  Dangerous Goods Safety Bill provided regulation-making powers
necessary to adopt the national standards for the "Storage and Handling of Workplace Dangerous
Goods" and the "Control of Major Hazard Facilities" and would enable the State to implement a
commitment to the then Australian Workplace Relations Ministers Council to adopt a nationally
consistent approach to workplace safety.

In addition the legislation was to lead to the introduction of new explosives regulations to require
improved accreditation of operators and apply higher safety standards for the storage, handling and
display of fireworks.

2 Parliament of Western Australia, Legislative Assembly Hansard, Wednesday, 4 December 2002, p3915b-3916a.

8
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Overview of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004

The Act sets out general duties applicable to all persons with the control or management of
dangerous goods:

•  a duty of care to prevent "unreasonable" harm to people (including themselves), property or
the environment, from dangerous goods, (s8)

•  a duty upon managers of hazardous sites to carry out formal risk assessment and prepare a
safety management document, (sl0) and

•  a duty to hold the appropriate licence as required by the regulations for the possession,
storage, transport and use of dangerous goods and a duty to report significant incidents
involving dangerous goods.

In its design the Act is simply organised with an emphasis on detailed administration embedded in
regulations (informed in turn by mandatory or authorised codes of practice).

In precis the Act provides for:

•  guidance through a combination of regulations, non-prescriptive standards adopted into
regulations and recognition of non-mandatory codes of practice with the onus on anyone
engaged in activities relating to dangerous goods to prevent harm arising from those goods

•  a duty to hold the appropriate licence required by regulations for the possession, storage,
transport and use of dangerous goods and a duty to report significant incidents involving
dangerous goods

requirements to prepare and document safety documents for specified sites to cover:

o  hazard identification/riskassessment
o  risk mitigation
o  notification and reporting arrangements

adoption of performance based standards into regulations with the intent of reducing highly
prescriptive regulatory measures

•  approval processes for codes of practice -while not having the same legislative force as
regulations approved codes provide practical guidance to persons storing, handling or
transporting dangerous goods

•  operators of a dangerous goods site to adopt and comply with approved codes of practice,
(spillage containment, impact protection) and thereby be deemed to have achieved the
outcome required by the Act and Regulations and to have complied with the duty to
minimise risk from dangerous goods as far as is reasonably practicable

•  authorisation processes for granting of exemptions

•  inspection and enforcement powers for Dangerous Goods Officers

•  powers to conduct independent safety audits.

•  powers to issue directives to remedy dangerous situations.
•  matters relating to the issue of infringement notices.

•  liability of Company Officers, and
•  penalties.

Definition and Classification of Dangerous Goods
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Generally, the classification of dangerous goods is outlined in the Australian Code for the Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Road and Rail, Seventh Edition, published in 2007 (ADG7), which is closely
aligned with the requirements of the United Nations Recommendations on the Transport of
Dangerous Goods.

F
I
=

Dangerous goods are substances or articles that, because of their physical,
chemical (physicochemical) or acute toxicity properties, present an immediate
hazard to people, property or the environment. 3

There are nine classes of dangerous goods, based on their hazardous properties, some of which are
further divided into divisions. There are also some goods classed as too dangerous to transport and
C1 combustible liquids.

The Western Australian dangerous
Divisions of dangerous goods:

•  Class 1

•  Class 2

•  Class 3

•  Class 4
contact

Class 5

goods safety legislation covers the following Classes and

(explosives)

(gases)

(flammable liquids)

(flammable solids, substances liable to spontaneous combustion, substances that in
with water emit flammable gases)

(oxidising substances, organic peroxides)

•  Division 6.1 (toxic substances)

•  Class 8 (corrosive substances)

•  Class 9 (miscellaneous dangerous goods and articles)

•  Goods too dangerous to be transported (see appendix A of AGD7), and

•  C1 combustible liquids (combustible liquid with flashpoint between 60.5 and 150°C).

Notable omissions from the list4 are:

•  Division 6.2 (infectious substances), and
•  Class 7 (radioactive substances).

3 Hazardous substances (as opposed to defined dangerous goods) are those that, following exposure, can have an adverse
effect on health. Many hazardous substances are also classified as dangerous goods.

Hazardous substances used at mining operations in Western Australia are regulated under the Mines Safety and Inspection
Regulations 1995, which are administered by Resources Safety. Hazardous substances at non-mining workplaces are
regulated under the Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 and attendant regulations, which are administered by the
WorkSafe Division of the Department of Commerce.

4 In Western Australia these substances are regulated by the Department of Health.

10
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In Western Australia, there are a few additional requirements, such as all sulphur being a deemed a
dangerous good for storage and handling, irrespective of form (such as lump sulphur). Also, C1
combustible liquids (such as diesel fuel) are classified as dangerous goods for storage purposes, but
not for road and rail transport.

Regulatory Framework

i,
The Act currently operates through six sets of regulations covering over six

II   hundred and forty pages of regulatory requirements. There have been over
I   forty amendments gazetted since commencement, including a number of
I   reprints of the individual regulations.
!

The current Regulations5 are the:

•  Dangerous Goods Safety
•  Dangerous Goods Safety
•  Dangerous Goods Safety
•  Dangerous Goods Safety
•  Dangerous Goods Safety
•  Dangerous Goods Safety

(Storage and Handling of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007
(Explosives) Regulations 2007
(Security Risk Substances) Regulations 2007
(Road and Rail Transport of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007
(Major Hazard Facilities) Regulations 2007
(General) Regulations 2007

The Act provides regulatory powers to cover the following matters:

1     General           Classification, quality and composition, control of imports, storage, handling or transport,
segregation, safety, duties of person involved etc.

2     Persons           Training and qualifications of Dangerous Goods Officers and of persons involved with dangerous
goods, approval of courses, accreditation, etc.

3     Possession        Prohibiting or controlling the possession, quantities, age and mental capacities, etc.

4     Places            Classification of sites, controlling use, registration, construction standards, hazard identification
and risk minimisation, security and safety, operating procedures, emergency plans, reporting of
accidents and incidents, public information, duties of occupiers, insurance and indemnities, etc.

5     Pipelines          Standards and operating procedures, accident reporting, duties of constructors and users,
insurance, etc.

6     Packaging         Design, manufacture and construction, standards, labelling and placarding, packing, etc.

7     Transport          Prohibiting the transport of certain goods, containers and vehicle specifications, labelling and
placarding, loading, licensing of vehicles and drivers, recording, procedures, security and safety,

routing, reporting of incidents, duties, insurance, etc.

8     Licensing          Applications, tests, approvals, periods, conditions, suspension, review, etc.

9     Fees & Charges    For licenses etc., tests, inspections, use of assets, etc.

10    Miscellaneous      Signage, records, reporting, approval of laboratories, forms, transitional and savings provisions.

Schematic - Dangerous Goods Regulation in Western Australia

s See Appendix 2 for a more detailed summary of the Regulations.
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Storage and
Handling of Non-
explosives

Explosives Security Risk
Substances

Minimum safety
requirements

Moderately
prescriptive regime

Extensive supporting
codes

Licensing regime for
sites

Manufacture,

processing, storage,
use and disposal of
dangerous goods.

Scope

Safe storage,
manufacture, transport
and use of explosives
(and fireworks)

Licensing regime for
individuals and sites

Minimum safety
requirements

Highly prescriptive
backed up by detailed
mandatory and
supporting codes

Scope Scope

Counter-terrorism
measures associated
with Security Risk
Substances

Site licensing regime
including importation,
movement and supply

Security requirements
equivalent to
explosives

Risk based regime

Road and Rail
Transport

Scope

Transport of
dangerous goods by
road orrail

Licensing regime for
drivers and vehicles

Sets duties of relevant
parties

Highly prescriptive
regime

Detailed mandatory
code (ADG7)

General Regulations

(Exemptions, Infringements, Forms and Administration)

Major Hazard
Facilities

Scope

Control of Major
Hazard Facilities

Sets out safety case
regime

As per storage and
handling regulations,
explosives and SRS
regulations

Risk assessed regime
(highly technical)

Supported by detailed
supporting codes

The most recent amendments to Dangerous Goods Safety Regulations were gazetted on 2
December 2013, effective 1 January 2014. These enabled repeal of the former Dangerous Goods
Safety (Goods in Ports) Regulations 2007. Relevant provisions were transferred to the Dangerous
Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 and the Dangerous Goods
Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007.

Role of Codes of Practice

Approved and mandatory codes of practice provide safety recommendations to assist people in

meeting their obligations under the Act and regulations.

i'   The Dangerous Goods Safety Act enables non.prescriptive standards to bef   adopted into regulations and also recognises (through an approval process)
,  non-mandatory codes of practice.

The codes are approved and gazetted by the Minister under section 20 of the Act, and may be used
as a defence in law (s.62 of the Act). Although compliance with an approved code is not mandatory, it
is expected that deviations from recommended practice will be justified and that it can be
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demonstrated that the use of alternative risk control measures provides an equivalent or lower level of
risk.

Section 62 of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 allows the operator of a dangerous goods site to
adopt and comply with approved codes of practice, where applicable (e.g. spillage containment,
impact protection), and thereby be deemed to have:

•  achieved the outcome required by the Act and Regulations, and
•  complied with the duty to minimise risk from dangerous goods as far as is reasonably

practicable.

Approved codes of practice6 provide a useful and convenient mechanism to identify most control
measures at dangerous goods sites and while not having the same legislative force as regulations
provide practical guidance to persons storing, handling or transporting dangerous goods.

The current schedule of Approved Codes covers guidance developed by 11
associations or standards based organisations. There are over 90 individual
codes currently approved to guide the extraordinary range of dangerous goods
management practice under the auspices of the DGSA. 61 of these codes are
Australian Standards.

Approved codes of practice also reflect sound industry practice and are updated as necessary in the
light of incidents, research, improved technologies and related innovations in Australia and elsewhere.
While these approved codes do not usually document hazard identification and risk assessment
techniques, they do provide an extensive set of risk control measures based on a very large number
of potential hazards. Approved Codes of Practice are not mandatory and characteristically encourage
an equivalent or higher standard of safety than suggested by the Code.

2. ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT

Role of the Department of Mines and Petroleum

The Act is administered by the Dangerous Goods Safety Branch and the Support Services Branch of
the Resources Safety Division (RSD) of the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP), with some
additional support from the Business Development Branch of RSD and DMP's Legal Services and
Investigations Branches.

Regulatory services provided for dangerous goods safety include:

•  licensing
•  inspections, audits and investigations
•  technical assessment and review, including statutory approvals
•   enforcement
•  incident and emergency response
•  policy development and contribution to national initiatives, and
•  promotion of safety, including education and information.

B Appendix C contains a list of Mandatory and Approved Codes of Practice relevant to the Dangerous Goods Safety Act.
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The Chief Officer is appointed under sections 25 (1) and (2) of the Act to administer the Act and
Regulations. The Chief Officer is the Executive Director of Resources Safety. The Act also enables
appointment of Dangerous Goods Officers with particular enforcement and compliance roles.

Capacity and Resources

The Dangerous Goods Safety Branch of DMP has three areas of responsibility and operates within an
FTE profile of 35.

Branch                                             Staffing (2013-14) FTE          DGO's (2013-14)

Dangerous goods storage and handling, including                      20                         18
explosives and security risk substances

Major hazard facilities                                              9                          9

Explosives reserves                                               5                          5

Director                                                         1                          1

Total                                                           35                         33

In 2013-14 the business will operate within a total recurrent budget of $5,764,000 a portion of which is
from the consolidated fund. The balance is cost recovered from Industry through fees and charges.

Dangerous Goods (Inspectorate) 2013-14 Budget

Estimated fee revenue                                                                        $2,800,000

Salaries                                                                                   $2,391,000

Operational                                                                                  $533,000

Total                                                                                          $2,924,000

Major Hazard Facilities (Cost Recovered) 2013-14 Budget

Estimated fee revenue                                                                            $2,660,000

Salaries                                                                                        $1,345,000

Operational7                                                                                      $159,000

Total                                                                                      $1,504,000

The regulatory and inspection roles of the business are also supported by DMP's Support Services
Branch (14 FTE). This branch is responsible for the processing and issue of licences, permits and
security cards, and the maintenance of the licensing database.

Other costs recovered in MHF fees derive from DMP Support Services components for licence processing and the allocation
of broader DMP corporate overheads.
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In addition to the outlays described above the business incurs costs of $1.336M associated with these
support services and corporate overheads.

Workload and Licenced Activity

ir
I
!
l
r
i

At current resourcing the Dangerous Goods Safety Branch of DMP advises that
it is able to conduct about 700 inspections on average per annum8

The agency estimates that a target of 800 inspections per year would equate to
an average dangerous goods site being inspected about once every four years,
noting that some high risk sites are visited annually. There is also a component
of on-road enforcement conducted in conjunction with Main Roads and
WAPOL.

Major Hazard Facilities are audited once per year and also have two 6-monthly review meetings.

A major incident or investigation can significantly reduce the number of inspections that can be
carried out.

Dangerous Goods Licences 2008-09 to 2012-13

Dangerous
Goods Llcences

Dangerous goods site
Iicences

Explosives storage licences SRS storage licences

200812009

2009ÿ010

2010ÿ011

2011ÿ012

201212013

New
Issue

100

100

90

150

140

212

Renewals    Total
& Annual   Current
Payment   Licences
Notice     (Est)

3000       3400

325        2800

1180       2700

1968       2500

2066       2400

1074       2468

New
issue

12

5O

5O

62

73

63

Renewals
& Annual
Payment
Notice

178

102

12

121

134

135

Total
Current

Licences

240

245

250

256

258

245

New   Renewals
issue   & Annual

Payment
Notice

31      0

49      0

35      0

53        26

25        74

21      56
2013/2014
(6 months)

Financial year Total
Current
Licences

31

8O

115

140

130

123

Activity Licences

Category in addition to storage

Import

Explosives                   Security Risk Substances

50                                     220

8 Current year numbers will be lower due to greater focus and priority on Pilbara and remotes sites where travel and site
location reduce available capacity for inspections at other sites.
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Manufacture                                        10                                 20

Mobile Manufacturing Plants                           35

Supply                                          24                                8

Transport                                          29                                 50

Fertiliser                                                                               29

Total                                           148                              117

Occupational Licences Issued or Renewed 2012-13

Licence type                                                  Number issued (new & renewals)

Shotfiring licence                                                              1395

Explosives Driver Licence                                                        129

Fireworks Operator Licence                                                    26

Pyrotechnics (Special Use) Licence                                                26

Dangerous Goods Driver Licence                                              1854

This data is extracted from a DMP data base - this data source will be replaced in time by the SRS
system in development.

While the new issue and renewals data is regarded as sound by the agency (based as it is on
transactions) totals for the period are difficult to verify and are heavily qualified by the agency.

Review by Auditor General 2009

In his 2009 Review9, the Auditor General noted that the Department of Mines and Petroleum had
made much progress (since the proclamation of the Act) in implementing and managing the new
legislation for dangerous goods in Western Australia. Nevertheless his review identified that some
significant weaknesses existed in some systems and procedures within the agency. The Department
was challenged to address these matters to more effectively manage dangerous goods safety in the

state.

In particular the Auditor General noted weaknesses in the regulations led to the Department issuing
some personal licences without required background checks by WA Police. Exposures were also
noted in the Department's process for licensing people to deal with dangerous goods.

Both Western Australia Police and the Department of Mines and Petroleum subsequently resolved
amendments to the regulations to address the procedural issues attaching to the conduct of
background checks. Amendments to regulations were published in Gazette No. 151 on August 21,

2009.

The Auditor General also recommended that the Department's monitoring and enforcement activities
should be based on formal risk assessments that satisfy the criteria of the Australian Standard and

9 Auditor General Western Australia, Second Public Sector Performance Report, 2009
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Treasurer's Instructions. In December 2009 management advised that the DGSB was now reviewing

its priority inspection list using a more formal risk assessment methodology.

In 2012, the Director General in correspondence to the Public Accounts Committee noted that the
Auditor General's management letter recommended that "The Department should ensure that it
adheres to the requirements of the legislation and best practice by having operational rules about
renewal of licenses. Specifically in dealing with applications for licenses that: (b) have unsatisfactory
inspection history i.e. overdue for inspection (for example if no inspection conducted in last 5 years)
overdue remediation / infringement action for more than a defined period (for example 3 months)".

The Department of Mines and Petroleum's advice to the PAC indicated that after a review of the site
licence application procedure it became apparent that there were legal impediments in linking licence
renewal to outstanding remediation, infringement notices or inspection frequency. However, to
address the Auditor General's concerns about inspections and outstanding notices, the Department
advised that a "formal inspection planning process has been developed that aims to ensure all
licensed sites across WA are inspected at least once every five years, this being a function of
available resources. A component of this program is risk based, and some high risk operations are
inspected annually. The other component is area-based to ensure all facilities get inspected at a
reasonable frequency".1° Management of licence renewals and closing out of notices has since been

significantly improved.

Capability for Policy Development, Regulatory Reform and Change

The critical learning from the lengthy delay between the passage of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act
in 2004 and implementation of the various regulations in 2007 was that the business was poorly
equipped to simultaneously meet the day to day challenges associated with the delivery of regulatory
and compliances services, while finalising the detail of a major rework of the regulations and an
associated change program.

Currently, senior personnel from the Dangerous Goods Safety Branch are involved in a wide range of
technical, advisory and practice development forums and processes, alongside of their day to day
operational roles and management roles. The more significant of these include:

•  the Australian  Forum  of Explosives  Regulators  (AFER).  Membership  consists  of
representatives of the Competent Authorities for the Commonwealth, State and Territory
explosives regulatory agencies, together with representatives from other relevant government
authorities and the explosives industry. AFER is the lead body to provide recommendations to
governments by way of the Workplace Relations Ministers Council (WRMC) through Safe
Work Australia, on development of a nationally consistent framework for regulating the safety
and security of explosives in Australia

•  the Strategic Issues Group - Explosives - a specialist group working on national harmonised
explosives legislation under the auspices of Safework Australia

•  the Competent Authorities Panel (CAP) - a body whose prime responsibility is to consider
submissions requesting national exemptions, determinations and classifications that may
operate at variance to Australian Dangerous Goods Code. CAP considers submissions from
industry and industry associations. Submissions to CAP for either an exemption, approval or
administrative determination must first be considered by the Competent Authority in the
relevant jurisdiction to ensure that the matter is of national effect and the submission is
complete and in accordance with the State Regulations for dangerous goods transport
matters

10 DMP correspondence to Public Accounts Committee March 2012
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•  the Australian Dangerous Goods Code Maintenance Committee - this committee works
under the National Transport Commission (NTC) on reforms to the national model laws and
ADGC

•  the National Government Advisory Panel on chemicals of security concern (NGAG) - an
expert advisory committee focused on the management of chemical security, and various

•  Australian Standards committees and processes, as required
•  the State Emergency Management Committee on Response - a multi-agency group that

supports government response to emergencies, and
•  the HAZMAT Coordinating Committee - a multi- agency group tasked with responding to

hazardous material incidents. This role requires a 24 hour response capability within DMP.

A risk to the business is that necessary focus on the more strategic roles associated with the build of
the broader reform agenda for dangerous goods safety is reduced as these roles invariably compete

with the daily priorities of a busy operational regulatory agency.

!   The business as structured is organised around the operational inspection andapproval process, with little formal capacity for policy development, research
i   and reflection on the strategic and operational challenges of the modern
I   regulatory task. Influential and well informed participation by the relevant
I   leadership group at DMP in the build of modern regulatory practice is

constrained when the pressing demands of scheduling, incident response and
inspection and compliance activities require daily focus.

Elsewhere this review signals another significant period of change ahead for
the organisation as a modernisation agenda is prosecuted within the domain of
dangerous goods legislation, regulations and administration. The experience of
delay, lack of capacity and incomplete implementation across the 2004-2008
period should inform a determination to better resource any change or
transition process in the next wave of regulatory reform.

The broader Resource Safety Division at DMP is currently implementing an internal restructure aimed
at improving span of controls ratios within the business and achieving better critical mass within
workgroups. The intent is to better align work groups with the context and nature of the inspection

task.

Infrastructure and Systems - Licensing transactions, information provision and technology

The development of the Safety Regulation System (SRS) is a key component of the Reform and
Development at Resources Safety (RADARS) strategy - A DMP initiative to improve regulatory
practice in the resources sector. The vision is to complete a system that allows electronic lodgement
of documents and data relating to safety. SRS will replace existing disparate and ageing regulatory

systems.

Substantial work was done to develop an online dangerous goods driver licence in the Safety
Regulation System (SRS). More recently, the priority has been to develop an online Dangerous
Goods Security Card (DGSC) renewal system. Much of the functionality developed towards bringing
driver licence processes on line was used in the Dangerous Goods Security Card renewal

development.

Features of the new system include:
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•  lodgement options ranging from full online (including payment), partial online and partial
hardcopy through to complete hard copy. This is to try to ensure greatest possible uptake of
the system

•  payments fully encapsulated in the system - minimising reconciliation issues currently
experienced with the current arrangement of payments between Retail Touch, the Hazman
licensing system and Oracle

•  ability for users to update their own detail
•  minimisation of manual processes by using the system to workflow assessment and

processing activities
•  system enforced segregation of duties
•  better tracking and reporting capability
•  engineering out opportunity for human error, and
•  minimising data entry (for the department).

Ultimately it is planned to incorporate all dangerous goods related licences into the new system.

Since 2009 what is now known as the SRS system has been central to the
ambitions of DMP to provide a more reliable, coherent and customer centric
capability to support licence lodgement, administration, data capture and
payment processes. Investment in modernising this essential front line
interaction with licence holders has lacked priority within DMP. As a
consequence delivery of functionality has been sluggish and falls well behind
the expectations signalled in response to the OAG critique from 2008-09.

During the January-March 2014 period, the Review also commissioned a small scale assessment of
DMP's web site use in respect of dangerous goods information11. This indicated that the most visited
and downloaded dangerous goods webpages focus on two main categories of information:

•  legislative requirements- legislation and policy pages and dangerous goods forms, and
•  risk management - guidance materials on specific areas - storage and handling, transport

and explosives.

Storage and handling, explosives and the transport one stop shops are the most visited DGS
guidance-related pages. Major Hazard Facilities are the least visited DGS guidance-related pages
(possibly a factor of the small number of these facilities in operation in Western Australia). Publication
pages that feature content related to legislative requirements and guidance are the most visited for
codes of practice (both approved and mandatory), guidelines, guidance notes and templates.

The On Line Survey conducted by this review indicated that the DMP website
was the most used means by which respondents obtained material relating to
dangerous goods regulation. 74.1% of respondents obtained technical or
regulatory information in respect of dangerous goods safety from the web site.
40.7% achieved this by calling DMP and 35% from discussion with a Dangerous
Goods Officer during a site visit, inspection or audit. The websHe, as structured
provides a form of electronic publishing and information provision but does
not enable transactional matters to proceed, other than by "opt in" registration
for notices and updates by email.

11 DMP Safety Communications Section, Dangerous Goods Safety Act Review- Online Activity Analysis, May 2014
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How did you obtain technical or regulatory information                                           Response
in respect of Dangerous Goods Safety?                         Response Percent                Count

N=54

By calling Dangerous Goods Safety                                     40.7%                        22

By accessing material on the DMP website                                74.1%                        40

By discussion with a Dangerous Goods Officer during a                   35.2%                        19
site visit, inspection or audit

From presentations at industry events, associations and 27.8%                 15
conferences (including those attended by DMP personnel)

From industry newsletters, publications or similar                           20.4%                        11

From other businesses (including consultants)                             27.8%                        15

Other (please specify)                                              16.7%                       9

The survey also asked respondents to rate the utility of the information provided by DMP.

From the point of view of your business, how
useful has the technical or regulatory information
provided by Dangerous Goods Safety been in
assisting your business or employees with safe
handling, storage, use, transport or manufacture
of goods regulated by the Dangerous Goods
Safety Act?

Not at all useful                        ÿ>   Extremely useful

1. 2, 3.

Responses (N=48)                               8           6          11

4.             5

8        5

The impact of growing community use and preference for the convenience of on line transactions and
services is inescapable - and now presents a particular challenge to traditional inspection and
licensing businesses such as DMP where counter based face to face services, or on-site inspection
activities have been the norm for generations.

While the business has made some progress in enabling some routine transactions to be completed
using newer technologies and processes, it is clear that a more complete, whole of business strategy
is required to better connect the provision of regulatory information with licence transactions,
information on standards and practice and compliance and inspection processes.

The strategic opportunity is to use available technologies to ensure a more
contemporary and sustainable service model for the future including
development of a portal through which a "digital relationship" with licence
holders might be centred.  This should combine information exchange,
licencing transactions, licence conditions, electronic publishing, payments,
transparent inspection reports, self-assessment "wizards" and template based
regulatory information able to be used on site.

The strategy should also enable the take up of various, readily available mobile
technologies to ensure that DMP personnel go into the field carrying (or be able
to access) secure, up to date and coherent information relating to the sites and
licences they will visit and inspect. Then, audit and inspection applications and
templates can be used in a highly transparent manner on site (and where
appropriate) in conjunction with the licence holder.

Improving Efficiency and Effectiveness Reporting
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The agency reports annually against a set of performance KPIs. Reporting of this information by DMP
is heavily qualified due to the manual nature of much of the underlying recording of information. The
business also looks to development of the Safety Regulation System (SRS) to record and track
transaction data for complaints, reports, notifications and related matters. The agency advises that it
plans to recast these performance measures as the SRS is implemented.

Use of performance ratios contrasting activity levels against the total number of regulated sites and
numbers of licences would assist in placing these KPIs in some appropriate context.

Activity Measures 2012-2013

Function

Investigations

Indicator

Number of investigations and
investigations reviewed

Number of major hazard
facility (MHF) investigations
reviewed

Activity

MHF Safety Report
Assessments

New/Update

Training

Technical assessments and
reviews

Number of Audits Conducted
by Inspectors

-DG licence applications or
amendments

-Exemption requests

-Explosive/fireworks
authorisations

-Explosive licence
application or amendments
(all types

-Explosive management

plans

-Fireworks display permit
applications

-MHF screenings

-Security Plans (SRS)

-Port Special Berth
approvals

-Transport container design
approvals

-Training courses and

exemption requests

Number of new/updated
MHF safety report
assessments conducted

Number of inspectors who
have completed scheduled
training

Inspections and Audits

88 formal investigations
undertaken and finalised

26 major hazard facility
investigations reviewed

703 site investigations
conducted

17 site audits conducted

1 major hazard facility audit
reviewed

607 technical assessments
and reviews undertaken

155 inspector training events
conducted

100 competency based
assessment passed

Comments

All investigations reviewed
with appropriate timeframes

All completed within required
timeframes

All completed with required
timeframes

Completed according to
schedule
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Incident Data 2013 - Operational Trends and Performance

Category

Dangerous Goods Storage and
Handling

Reported Incidents 2013

There were 22 reported dangerous goods storage and handling incidents in 2013 with
attributed causes arising from mechanical equipment failure and human error.

212 loss of containment (spills) were reported as involving 1 kL or more. All losses
were contained on site. DMP notes that this figure is lower than the prior year (250)
but greater than that reported in 2011 (178).

Transport                          During 2013 there were 13 reported dangerous goods transport incidents reported,
down from 19 in 2012. Two fatalities occurred as a consequence of a collision
between a vehicle carrying dangerous goods and a utility.

Major Hazard Facilities               39 incidents were reported involving injury, damage or near misses. All incidents were
assessed as minor and there were no injuries reported.

Explosives                         58 Explosive incidents were reported to DMP in 2013 - 15 to the Mine Safety
Directorate and the balance (43) to the Dangerous Goods Branch.

Cumulative Incident Data 2004-2013

DMP annually reports its incident data for storage and handling and transport of dangerous goods12.
Feedback from the online survey is that the annual incident report could contain more details of the
individual incidents - to make it a useful learning tool.

Across the ten-year period between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2013 142 storage and
handling incidents were reported. 42 per cent are assessed as being caused by mechanical or design
failure, and 52 per cent by human error. Unfortunately, in 2013, as well as some incidents resulting in
minor injuries, there was a serious injury sustained. However, over the ten-year period, the incidence
rate for serious injuries and fatalities has remained low.

Incident type

Assessed Cause/Total Reported Incidents

Storage and
handling

Total Number

142

Transport 141

Material or
Design
Failure

59

42%

44

31%

Human Error

73

52%

86

61%

Other
Causes

9

6%

11

8%

Outcomes/Total Reported Incidents

FatalityLoss of       Serious
Product       Injury

107            8

75%           6%

95        5

67%           4%

2

1%

5

4%

Of the 141 transport incidents, 31 per cent are assessed as being caused by mechanical or design
failure and 61 per cent by human error. For the purposes of this analysis, incidents such as truck roll-

12 Source: Department of Mines and Petroleum, Overview of dangerous goods reportable situations and incidents, 2013
(published March 2014).
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overs were classified as due to human error on the assumption that the main cause of the incident
was driver inattention, fatigue, excessive speed or a combination of these, although it should be noted
that, in some cases, other vehicle drivers were at fault.

Over the ten-year period, five people have been seriously injured and there were five fatalities.

Further analysis of the transport data showed that 51 incidents (36%) involved double or triple road
trains and most were roll-overs. In addition, several other incidents involved standard single-tanker
vehicles.

i

While incident data sets provide a useful view of DMP activity in absolute terms
the absence of performance ratios as could be drawn from relating this data to
measures such as the number of licences issued by DMP would assist
assessment of effectiveness and coverage. Other measures such as the
number of DG licenced sites, number of new licences issued, volumes under
storage, and the proportion of total relevant vehicle movements in Western
Australia may be helpful in improving insights into effectiveness of the
regulatory regime and the extent to which DMP's investment in Dangerous
Goods safety is keeping pace with the needs of a growing state.

As an illustration ABS13 calculates that in Western Australia trucks moving all forms of freight in the
year ending June 30, 2012 travelled a total of 1,541 million kilometres (Rigid Trucks - 899M and
Articulated Trucks 642M).

Other ABS data from the same series indicates that a total of 2.280 million tonnes of freight were
moved in Australia in that collection period. Of the national freight task chemicals comprised 39 Million
tonnes (1.7%) and mineral fuels and lubricants 108 million tonnes or 4.7% of all freight moved.

Applying these two percentages to the freight task in Western Australia (as a proxy for dangerous
goods as not all elements of which may be correctly categorised) suggests that something in the
order of 98 million km of dangerous goods freight journeys occurred in the year ending June 30, 2012.

If the 2012 calendar year data assembled by DMP (19 transport incidents) is applied to this journey
calculation estimate then a notional ratio of 1 dangerous goods incident for approximately every 5.157
million km of relevant journeys is observed.

Exemptions Practice

Under Regulation 7 of the Dangerous Goods Safety (General) Regulations 2007 an exemption can be
requested for review and decision by the Chief Officer or the Minister as the situation requires.

Where a transport exemption is requested for national effect or beyond WA's border the exemption
must be considered and reviewed by the Competent Authority Panel (CAP).

Under Regulations 17, 18 and 19 of the Dangerous Goods Safety (Road and Rail Transport of Non
explosives) Regulations 2007 the Chief Officer may make determinations in respect to dangerous
goods, packaging, vehicles routes, times and other matters. Application may be made for the Chief
Officer to make a determination.

13 See ABS Survey of Motor Vehicle Usage, 9208.0 - 12 Months ended June 2012,
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Under Regulations 15, 55, 56, 59, 137, 138, 162 and 194 of the Dangerous Goods Safety (Road and
Rail Transport of Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 an approval in respect of training courses, design
of packaging, overpacks, segregation devices, methods of segregation and emergency information
can be requested in writing from the Chief Officer.

The exemption power in the DGSA is not well promoted by the agency on its
website - in contrast DMP has a well-developed agency wide policy on
prosecutions which provide clear guidance on processes applied in reaching a
decision to proceed with a prosecution.

A content analysis was conducted on the current schedule of exemptions,
notifications and determinations. It indicates a useful and well managed
process for discretionary assessment by the Chief Dangerous Goods Officer of

i  risks associated with providing relief from specific requirements of the various
regulations. Decision making appears proportionate to the risk and is informedl• !  by an assessment that equivalent safety can be demonstrated.

The model WHS legislation sets out guidance for any exemption granting process which includes
application of common criteria for the issue, refusal and variation of exemptions from regulatory
requirements. Principles upon which exemption decisions are made are required to be published.
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3. PERSPECTIVES FROM INDUSTRY

Consultation and Engagement

A submission from the Chamber of Minerals and Energy (CME) notes that this review is an
opportunity to further streamline the regulation of Dangerous Goods and formalise a risk based,
outcomes focused approach in the legislation in line with the broader safety legislation reform
program within the Resources Safety Division of DMP.

The CME observes that industry feedback and comments made during consultation sessions see the
Act and accompanying regulations as over prescriptive in some areas and as creating an
unnecessary impost. The threshold for changes requiring amendment of a storage license is one
example of this. They also emphasise that the review presents an opportunity to improve clarity and
consistency across legislation including explosives, major hazard facilities and mines safety and
general occupational health and safety legislation.

The CME strongly encourages DMP to undertake further consultation once
proposed amendments and/or a revised Dangerous Goods Safety Act is
available. CME consider is it critical that industry has the opportunity to review
the detail of proposed amendments and outcomes of this review. Clarity is
required on how the current Act review links to the DMP Statutory Review of
Penalties,  national review and proposed harmonisation  of explosives
legislation and proposed DMP safety legislation reform.

Modern, consistent and efficient regulation

Industry feedback has been that responsible companies go to great lengths to ensure they work
ahead of the curve in ensuring they are protecting their people, their assets as well as their overall
interests across all stakeholder groups.

In short, operating with anything less than a low level of risk is seen as an unacceptable operating
philosophy and is increasingly seen as "bad business" irrespective of whether compliance with a

regulation exists or not.

The signal from industry consultations is that responsible operators welcome
the involvement of regulators provided the regulatory role is appropriate to the
scale of risk and is competently performed.

The role of the regulator should also be to "regulate" the guidance that
legislation provides in an efficient and competent manner and allow
responsible businesses to continue to focus on the safe management of their
people and assets.

Industry reports a lack of consistency by Dangerous Goods Officers when carrying out inspections
and enforcing compliance. Their view is that this could be rectified by DMP providing the officers and
industry with standard guidelines for interpreting the regulations and standard checklists for
inspections.

Our Security Risk Substance (SRS) security plan and physical security was approved by
DMP for SRS licensing in 2008. Over a 4 year period we had 3 different DG officers complete
inspections and there were no issues raised regarding SRS security. In 2012 a 4th DG officer
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came to the sfe and raised non-compliances regarding the level of security. The DG
regulations, Codes of Practice and our actual level of security had not changed but we were
now told that we were non- compliant" (Mining industry respondent).

Improving Relationship Management and Regulation

A number of the companies who engaged with the Review reflected on business use of relationship
management techniques with government regulators. This was characterised by development of deep
policy, legal and business insights into the regulatory task of government - often well removed from

on site, or day to day regulatory transactions.

:  The challenge put was for DMP to better understand the context of company
operations, to appreciate the governance structures and risk appetite of
organisations and to further invest in capability and roles to ensure the DMP
regulatory response keeps pace with industry and market conditions - well
beyond the technical and procedural content of the regulatory task. Greater
emphasis within senior roles within DMP on relationship management, industry
liaison and policy development roles was proposed.

Sentiment was that relationships between regulators and all who have a stake in dangerous goods
safety regulation should be effective, constructive, transparent and accountable.

One respondent commented:

I have worked in MHFs for a number of years in WA as well as other Australian States and I
firmly believe that whenever I experience what I call a "relationship based" regulating model
this delivers much better outcomes. The quality of a mutually respectful relationship where
the parties work together has always been an important cornerstone to the parties and
performance review activities has been very much the key focus. This focus on outcomes
has always been mutually beneficial to the parties.

Conversely, I have also seen where the pendulum has swung too far towards a "policing-
based" model where compliance and notice issuing is the focus, and in this context the role of
the regulator works very poorly. In this approach the parties will work reactively against each
other and there is no trust. The threat of receiving a notice is always being kept as part of a
regular dialogue and the operator's focus on achieving higher level performance outcomes is
replaced with a focus on perfect compliance irrespective of there being inherent value to the

business. (MHF manager)

MHF Coverage by the Dangerous Goods Safety Act

Input to this review indicates that there is cautious support for the principle of Major Hazard Facility
(MHF) regulations being removed from the current DGSA so long as it does not complicate the
notification of critical quantities being exceeded and preserves the principle of regulation through a
safety case regime. Industry has identified a range of matters for attention ahead of any prospective
change (under the current regulatory arrangements) or that may require remediation in the any new
regulations that may be developed. These are explored elsewhere in the section and in specific
recommendations made by this review.
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A Petroleum industry respondent noted that petroleum specific inspectorates are in the best interests
of that industry and that a general occupational, safety and health inspectorate may be unsuitable to
administer petroleum related major hazard facilities.

Keeping pace with business Investment at MHF sites

Industry argues that where well performed MHF operators have a high quality safety management
framework, established systems, mature business philosophies, and demonstrate a high level
legislative awareness and rigour, then it would be more effective if the role of the regulator in such a
context was to focus on the review of MHF performance outcomes - as is done during the six-monthly
performance review process. There is also a recognition that the appropriate role for a regulator is to
assess, challenge and contribute to safety outcomes on an informed and competent basis.

i   The evident challenge (characterised as a David and Goliath relationship) was!I   to ensure that DMP's capability and capacity keeps pace with the substantial
investment by larger companies in process improvements, new technologies

i   and related matters.!

Overall, a well-structured, coherent safety case should facilitate an operator's ability to demonstrate to
others that they have a clear understanding of the factors that influence risk and the controls that are
critical to minimising risk.

Reducing Regulatory Uncertainty in the Approval Process for Major Hazard Facilities

Timing of approval of the safety case regime for a Major Hazard Facility can contribute to project risk.
Approval by the regulator is characteristically granted during the later project delivery phase, which by
default is only after significant funds have been spent.

If   When establishing a new process plant the formal DMP approval remains as a
;   project risk until the safety case is approved (i.e. there is a risk that the project
iÿ  may not be approved, despite the investor already committing significant
!   funds).

Industry observes that this same risk of approval uncertainty does not exist for EPA / DER
environmental approval process given the Public Environmental Review (PER) process is always
begun, completed and approved before Board approvals are granted for project construction and
funding. Shifting the project milestone of Safety Case approval to a much early phase and/or making
the MHF approval steps conducive to early achievement (as is done with PERs) was seen by some
review participants as a significant opportunity for improvement to current practice.

Improving Regulation of Major Hazard Facilities

Central to input to this review from the MHF sector was the need for regulatory consistency - during
site visits and in the approval process associated with MHF safety case approvals.
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Industries (and DMP) have constructively identified a number of strategies to improve regulatory
practice, develop capability and assure best safety outcomes. The suggestions included:

Rejuvenation of the MHF forum by introduction of an Independent Chair
and consideration of whether adaptation of the role played by the
Victorian MHF Advisory committee (and some elements of role of the
local Mining Industry Advisory Council MIAC) might be an appropriate
strategy to improve information exchange, develop improvements to
regulatory processes and provide better industry context to the
planning and development of regulatory capabilities.

t

I

Greater emphasis on documentation of change control processes
within safety case documentation. The intent is to ensure the regulator
has better transparency of the way in which changes (including new
technologies, processes or procedures) are considered and developed
within MHF sites before implementation proceeds. The object is to
reduce notification requirements where orderly change to MHF
processes occurs within broader approval thresholds.

Recognition that communication and notification processes agreed and
embedded in an approved safety case form the cornerstone for all
performance reporting to DMP.

It was also reported that the quality and thoroughness of some accredited dangerous goods
consultant's contribution to risk assessment processes varies significantly. Industry supports the
accredited consultant process however the view is that DMP needs to be more stringent in its
accreditation and monitoring of consultant standing and performance.

An industry respondent from the petroleum sector noted there was scope for improvement in the
Guidance Notes which advise operators on application of the regulations and the preparation of
Safety Case documentation. Their proposal was the addition of a concordance table, improvement to
definitions (especially 'significant change') and guidance on what common weaknesses are evident in
safety case formats similar to NOPSEMA's Safety Case Guidance Notes. Their commentary also
observed that current threshold quantities are too low with the practical effect that some smaller
facilities (particularly supply bases) would, on occasions, be classed as Major Hazard Facilities
depending on fluctuating quantities of certain dangerous goods passing through the facility. Their
proposal was to consider raising the thresholds by 10-15% above current levels - an initiative that
would require nationally agreed amendments to quantities.

Several organisations also proposed elimination of the requirement for separate DG licence
requirements at MHF facilities. Their contention was that these facilities are deemed MHF due to the
storage and handling of dangerous goods on these sites and that the additional and separate licences
were arguably redundant beyond the approved safety case regime.

There were also a range of comments in respect of the value of the current six-monthly performance
reviews conducted at MHF sites. The observation is that these reviews can unduly tie up members of
the site management team who are expected to present material which often doesn't change from
review to review. Adoption of practice features from the current NOPSEMA model was encouraged.

There was also encouragement for DMP to make transparent use of 3rd party surveys of customer
and licence holder experiences in interacting with DMP - to better inform qualitative insights on
performance.
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MHF industry participants were also keen to be consulted on the development of protocols for
residual DGSA Act regulations impacting the operations of companies operating a MHF where future
MHF facility operation may be covered by a new Resource Safety Act.

Reform and Regulation of the Explosives Industry

There is considerable interest in the explosives legislative reform project, sponsored by Safe Work
Australia, which commenced in mid-2013. The aim of this project is to develop model explosives
legislation consistent with the model WHS legislation and a framework to deliver greater consistency
in explosives legislation.

The development of principles for a new national explosives framework will continue well into
2015/16. A tripartite Strategic Issues Group is working towards this objective in consultation with the
Australian Forum of Explosives Regulators.

Within this process there has already been considerable regulatory and industry discussion on the
role and relevance of activity licences and occupational licences.

In the future it is envisaged that activity based ficences would be available to
entities or individuals that meet safety and security criteria, to allow them to
undertake the activity and that shotfirers, pyrotechnicians and explosives
drivers would onlv be able to undertake work under the authority of a relevant

,  activity ficence.

This principle is central and entirely consistent with the broad duty of care
embedded in the current Dangerous Goods Safety Act and reflects well-
established work practices, supervision and the general safety model of
resource sector companies.

There has also been discussion of the role that a concept such as Person in Charge of a Business
Unit might play in these arrangements along with an appreciation that the role of explosives duty
holders extends beyond immediate workplaces and workers.

Developmental work is also proceeding on the basis that shotfirers, pyro
technicians and explosives drivers will have to meet national competency
requirements - prospectively removing specific state by state occupational
standards and licensing of individuals.

An individual (if wishing to work alone) would then need to obtain a relevant activity licence rather
than simply rely on a State based occupational licence. Companies conducting explosive based
activities will require an activity based licence and apply a duty of care to their consequent activities -
including use of employees and contractors who meet national competencies.

Organisations and individuals working in the explosives context of dangerous goods note that the
current DGSA does not contain the word 'explosives' in its title or anywhere within the main context.

i l  AEISG comments that the explosives industry has generally worked well with
the relevant regulators in WA and feels its current approach to achieving
improvements in safety and security in this industry is well founded,

[  consultative and efficienLI
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It is also observed that the mining and resource industry routinely deals across state borders for
transport, employment and supply associated with explosives. National uniformity for requirements
relating to explosives and explosives precursors has the potential to streamline these regulations,
however further consultation on this is required. Explosives and their precursors are currently treated
as a subset of dangerous goods when they could have stand-alone legislation. There is also
encouragement for DMP to follow internationally recognised UN principles for technical issues relating
to the classification of explosives.

Occupational Licences for Dangerous Goods Drivers

The value and appropriateness of occupational licences for Dangerous Goods drivers was discussed
in a preliminary way during the field consultation process. Several themes were explored:

•  can the duty of care in the current Act be used to require that competent staffs (as opposed to
licenced personnel) are engaged in regulated activities?

•  what changes to enforcement regimes might be required if occupational licences were
phased out?

•  how might interstate activity be regulated if specific DGSA licences for Truck Drivers were no
longer required in Western Australia?

•  what savings (if any) would accrue to government if licences were phased out?
•  are there other WA Government agencies who might more appropriately assess, issue and

administer DGSA related occupational licences in the future?

Some participants noted the redundant nature of information collected for current dangerous goods
driver's licences alongside of that already required under the Road Traffic Act for driver licensing, and
that DMP requires a higher standard of driver behaviour than the courts and the Department of
Transport have determined as legal and appropriate for any truck driver holding a current MR, KR, HC
and MC licence. There is also considerable duplication with existing Road Traffic Act requirements for
the notification of medical conditions. It was also observed that the 2013 data for transport reportable
situations indicated that 5 of the 13 reported events related to spills or leakage during the transport
task and that the balance were collisions, rollovers or other matters associated with speed, safety, or
driver error rather than any particular competency covered in the assessment process for the issue of
a dangerous goods driver's licence.

The Western Austrafian Road Transport Association emphasised the valuable
role mandatory training for dangerous goods drivers plays in improving
awareness and safety in the dangerous goods context and provided
illustrations of the way in which recently graduated drivers have influenced
transport companies and employers in respect of safe loads, compfiance,
segregation and appropriate placarding.

Other industry respondents (principally from resource settings) consider the dangerous goods driver's
licence could be removed provided companies provide adequate training on the hazards associated
with the specific class of dangerous goods a driver is transporting and that duty of care obligations for
the activity are met. For example a Mobile Processing Unit (MPU) operator driving on public road
currently must have a dangerous goods driver's licence. The course to get this licence has limited
information on the transport of oxidizing agents. A respondent from a major company considered that
the MPU competency and training provided by that business was more practical than the current
dangerous goods driver training course.
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The concept of an activity licence (as is now being developed in the explosives sector) may have
wider application in the transport sector in due course.

More comprehensive consultation (than has been possible within the framework of this review) with
organisations such as the West Australian Road Transport Association is advised.

Further developmental and consultative activity is required with the trucking
industry, traffic and freight regulators and enforcement regimes to establish
whether introduction of an activity based licence would assure good safety
outcomes,  improve  chain  of control  and  facilitate  inter-jurisdictional
simplification. There wouM then be an opportunity to consider phasing out of
dangerous goods drivers licences in favour of an accreditation model.

Dangerous Goods Officers and Site Inspections

The industry perspective is that a Dangerous Goods Officer's primary focus should be on completing
quality and comprehensive site inspections and working with sites to understand current processes
and practices relating to dangerous goods (including explosives) and advise on best practice.

The technical background and experience of inspectors is important to ensure interactions with
industry and dangerous goods sites are productive, consistent and effective. The loss of specific
dangerous goods and explosives specialists within DMP may impact the quality of inspections and the
pool of expertise available to DMP.

Industry notes the trial of tablet based audit and inspection tools. It looks to greater use of available
technology to underpin consistency and the transfer of status information between DMP employees.
Introduction of standardised frameworks for assessment processes and generally improvement in the
retention and documentation of site information from visit to visit is welcomed.

Improving the Efficiency and Effectiveness of Site Inspections

A range of opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of compliance and inspection
activity were identified through the on line survey. For brevity some similar individual responses have
been aggregated - however wherever possible the narrative used by respondents is quoted.

On Site •  Simple audit plan to be forwarded prior to the audit.
•  Work to value add and not police compliance.
•  Need for full briefing and its application to premises being inspected, prior to

inspection. Otherwise inspection personnel are helpful and efficient.
•  By simplifying the processes.
•  Inspectors to be on time to pre-arranged inspections.
•  By focus on auditing/inspecting those matters specified in the Regulations.

Value Happy with the current set up, I use the regulators and their notices to get
CAPEX approved. In terms of inspectors I see them as allies in the constant
tussle with CFO's to get things done.
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•  Seems pretty good at the moment (DG activities generally more organised /
better organised than some equivalent MHF activities).

•  Have a HIF Audit tool and guideline for mine site explosives. Teach Mines
Inspectors not to be humans when it comes to DG as they are focusing on
minor technicalities and not looking at major issues where explosives users
could be killed.

•  Having clear guidelines as to what is required, and not required, under the
Act.  Possibly condensing the various aspects (such as requirements for
vehicles, facilities etc.) into one guideline

•  Increased inspections and audits.
•  Increased compliance campaigns - especially in regional locations such as

wheat-belt areas - look at storage and handling where in excess of placarded
quantities.

•  Clear distinction in inspection reports as to whether a finding of the inspection
is a recommendation or a requirement. Also, consideration of legacy sites and
the associated difficulties and cost with retrofitting spill containment.

•  Include an assessment of a company's safety management system when
determining the frequency of the inspections.

Culture •  Come with a helping manner not a prosecutorial manner.
•  Actually try to help when non-compliance is seen, rather than try to trap

unwary users into breaches by not helping.
•  As we are not in Perth, it would be helpful if the officers were not in such a

rush to get back to Perth within business hours.
•  Practical advice is better than box ticking on a sheet.

Incident Reporting and Investigations

Section 9 of the Act requires any person who to any extent has the control or management of
dangerous goods involved in an incident must as soon as reasonably practicable report the incident to
a Dangerous Goods Officer.

DMP has published guidelines14 for incident reporting and notes that incident reporting requirements
apply to all dangerous goods and explosives events and can clearly cover a very wide range of
substances, circumstances and outcomes.

A range of industry views were signalled during the review on this topic. These included:

•  The majority of explosive incidents reported to DMP are related to handling activities, so DMP
should be focusing on this area to improve safety.

•  AEISG commented on requirement to report on dubious issues was seen as costly and
frustrating, particular in relation to the reporting of 'misfires'. The industry is keen to ensure
that requirements to report information are restricted to information which is of value in
achieving or improving safety. Information which is collected from the industry just for the
sake of collecting, or for the purpose of filling files, is disadvantageous to both industry and
the regulator.

•  Sharing of incident findings could be improved to ensure better industry understanding of
lessons learned and opportunities to improve practice.

•  Incident feedback provided within Resources Safety from the Dangerous Goods Safety
Branch and the Mine Safety areas needs to be aligned.

•  An online module should be developed for reporting incidents.

14 DMP, Reporting dangerous goods incidents -- Guideline (6th edition), 2011
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Industry supports streamlined licence requirements. As a preference sites could be required to hold
one site storage license that covers Dangerous Goods, Explosives and SRS. This would result in
significant reduction in the administrative burden associated with license renewals and amendments
(One major company identified 66 separate Dangerous Goods, Explosives and SRS licences across
12 operating sites).

The preference is for a single licence structure that aligns with a single
accountable individual that can control compliance across a designated site
however some companies would be reluctant to extend this concept to a whole
of enterprise model of licencing given long standing site based accountabilities
for mine managers and the risk exposure of a single, whole of State licence for
Dangerous Goods.

AEISG commented that new Port Regulations contain a requirement for certain ports/berths to have
both a 'Special Berth approval' and a 'Dangerous Goods Licence' and that this was as excessive. It
was considered that one 'approval' should be sufficient with all relevant issues addressed together.

There was evident support for the introduction of an online licensing renewal system.

Other opportunities to improve operation of the Act

On line survey respondents identified the following opportunities to improve the operation of the Act.

Modernise and
Simplify

•  Bring the Act up to date with modern practices
•  Consult with transport industry companies in relation to areas that are

restrictive and unnecessary
•  By not picking and choosing bits of Australian standards and then

excluding others - it is a nightmare to ensure compliance
•  Maintain separation from the incoming WHS Act. This will dilute the intent

and achievements of the Act
•  Simplify rules, we are not all BHP or Rio Tinto, Farmers are being shut

out.

•  Simplify it, constant check forms and lists does nothing to enhance safety
and makes the administrative burden much heavier

•  The compliance burden of the act should be minimised.
•  Education as opposed to regulation. Provide local assistance from people

rather than only an inspector showing up every few years to enforce
regulations people don't understand.

Improve
Technical
Standards

•  Mandate Australian Standards within regulation
•  Identify explosives correctly and regulate according to risk and explosive

content not a blanket approach
•  Review overly restrictive requirements for the storage of small amounts

of propellant powders, and increase the minimum allowable quantities to
simplify the application and administration process,

•  Consideration should be given to increasing or removing manifest
quantities for combustible liquids that are managed to ensure the
flashpoint is not reached.
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•  Regulate separately, or excise small scale explosives from the Act and
place them under another Act, e.g. Firearms Act.

•  Include Explosives and Infectious substances as part of the rest of the
Dangerous Goods and not separate them as it is done in the DG Codes.

•  Provide clear requirements for persons with unsupervised access to
explosives in respect to a person in training in handling, transport and
use of explosives on a mine site.

•  In regards to magazine stocktaking, the only person who is allowed
access to the magazine is the shotfirers- a person who has gone through
all of the government checks and has been deemed safe/trustworthy to
handle explosives. Why then does the shotfirer have to continue to show
how much explosives have been used and where?

•  For a mine site that uses thousands of detonators a month for example,
stocktake can be quite complicated to manage.

•  Introduce GHS classifications to align with other states, e.g. Category 4
Flammable Liquids for C1 combustible liquids with flashpoints <93C.

Focus for
reform

•  Recognition of lower risks from companies who control dangerous goods
risks using well established safety management systems and by an
online process for minimum allowable quantities.

•  Support the suggestion of changing licensing requirements so that one
company will have one licence for a collective group of sites in different
locations.   We currently have numerous licences across Western
Australia and the administrative burden associated with licence renewal
and payment would be reduced.  Additionally, this could help provide
greater transparency as many of our sites operate at levels close to the
licensing threshold and changes do occur as equipment is commissioned
or decommissioned. That is, having one licence will make it easier to
identify sites that should be, but currently are not, licensed.

•  Support the suggested change of combining the sets of regulations into
one set. It will provide a lower risk of requirements being overlooked.

•  Would like to see a closer relationship between Schedule 1 substances
regulation under MHF and DG regulation as the lists of chemicals are
very similar and it seems inefficient to have two separate mechanisms to
essentially manage the same chemicals and controls.

•  It needs to broaden its application to safety matters other than those
specifically related to dangerous goods.

Access to
information

•  More user friendly help lines.
•  Make the Act clearer and specific for easier readability
•  Issues faced by clients include accessing approved codes of practice -

which in many cases are Australian Standards. It seems unfair to expect
persons to have to purchase applicable standards rather than have these
freely available for review and compliance assessment purposes. (As a
consultant I do have full access to Australian Standards via my employer
subscription - the majority of my clients do not).

•  To write the information in a way the reader can easily understand the
intent. Write it for the person who has to read it to be able to comply. Use
diagrams more often to explain for differing learning types.

•  More web based interactive modules.
•  Simpler, plain English instructions aimed at everyday people.
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Corresponding Jurisdictions and other Regulatory Regimes

A petroleum industry respondent emphasised the need for greater consistency between the
Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004, the Offshore Petroleum and Greenhouse Gas Storage Act 2006,
the Petroleum Pipelines Act 1969 and the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1982 to address major
hazard management and to give greater consistency and to provide clarification of terminology,
definitions and associated matters across these pieces of legislation. A single inspectorate was

proposed.

Another respondent drew attention to the new chain of custody regime for transport and logistics
settings currently being implemented. The respondent observed that within Western Australia, there
can be over five different regulators to deal with in this context depending on the activity being
undertaken: e.g., AMSA, DMP, NOPSEMA, CASA and the Attorney General's Office (the latter for
Security Risk Substances) and that interstate transport may involve additional state jurisdictions.
There was strong encouragement for better regulatory alignment and simplification to streamline the
'paper-work' associated with chain of custody for dangerous goods being transported interstate and
across jurisdictions.

This respondent also noted the lack of alignment between other jurisdictional dangerous goods
regulations with regard to packaging quantities and their subsequent impact of inefficiencies in
handling.  Weight differences between road and sea transport determined by the Australian
Dangerous Goods Code 7th edition and the International Maritime Dangerous Goods Code are
beyond the scope of the Western Australian regulations but often require re-packing of goods at
supply bases prior to shipment offshore. Remarkably (in an illustration provided by one review
respondent), paint marker pens being transported offshore via helicopter have to be re-packaged from
boxes of six to individual items.

Expediting clearances associated with current Occupational Licences and related matters

All national police history checks (NPHC) in Australia, whether ordered through police agencies or
private agencies, are processed through the CrimTrac Agency, an executive agency established
under the Commonwealth Public Service Act. A submission from a CrimTrac accredited agency noted
regulatory impediments to the use of accredited organisations in the provision of NPHCs to DMP's
licensing processes. Their proposal was to include a definition of Approved Agency (to signify
accreditation with CrimTrac and some adjustment to Regulation 219 (Transport) and Regulation 160
(Explosives) to allow for an extract obtained by an approved agency to competently inform the
assessment process within DMP.
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4. PERSPECTIVES FROM CO-REGULATORS AND GOVERNMENT PARTNERS

Department of Environment Regulation

In November 2009 the Department of Environment Regulation (DER) (then the Department of
Environment and Conservation) and the Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) signed an
exchange of letters which agreed on a framework for the administration of dangerous goods and
environmental protection legislation on secondary containment. The framework facilitates interagency
collaboration between DER and DMP and acknowledges that both agencies have obligations under
their respective legislation, and specifies operational and information sharing arrangements to
achieve the mutual objective of efficient and consistent administration of both dangerous goods safety
and environmental legislation in WA.

DER uses DMP's Storage and Handling of Dangerous Goods Code of Practice to regulate
environmentally hazardous materials on prescribed premises.

DER advises that consultation undertaken with some major industry groups
during implementation of DER's Re-Engineering for Industry Regulation and
Environment (REFIRE) reform program has shown that generally industry is
unaware of the administrative and operational arrangements between DMP and
DER, and seeks clarity in interpreting the requirements of the Framework and
the Code of Practice.

DER acknowledges the guidance developed by DMP in administering the requirements of the Act,
particularly the clarity provided to industry through the Code of Practice and its advice on the conduct
of risk assessments for dangerous goods, identification of licensing obligations and exemptions. DER
notes the visibility and ease of access for industry to advice when interpreting licence conditions.

Major Hazard Facility (MHF) safety plans, required under the Act, are also relevant to assessment of
works approvals and licences under the Environmental Protection Act 1986.  The importance of
confidentiality is noted with respect to MHF however information sharing could be enabled between
the agencies through administrative arrangements.

DER is responsible for the administration of prescribed premises, works approvals and licences under
Part V Division 3 of the Environmental Protection Act 1986 and provides operational guidance to
industry on the implementation and interpretation of licence conditions.

DER's submission to this review indicates that the working protocols between
DMP and DER could benefit from the establishment of more detailed
operational arrangements to ensure that both agencies maintain consistency in
applying the requirements of the Code of Practice agreed between them in
assessing site-specific risk assessment frameworks, and in determining
compliance with 'approved standards'. There may also be opportunity to
establish formal interagency training opportunities and developing further
guidance for industry.

In their submission DER notes a number of matters that could be clarified when working protocols are
next renewed.

The current framework stipulates that 'environmentally hazardous materials above placard quantities
(as defined in the Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-Explosives) Regulations
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2007) that are classified as dangerous goods will be regulated by DMP.' DER's understanding is that
DMP licences dangerous goods storage only if the site has above manifest quantities. No specific
licensing requirements apply if the quantities stored are 'above placard' but 'below manifest'
quantities. DER notes a DMP information sheet (Licensing requirements for the storage and transport
of dangerous goods, including explosives, in Western Australia) indicates that some labelling of
packages and placarding requirements apply. DER looks to clarify the whether storage in such
circumstances requires a risk assessment through approved consultants listed on DMP's website and
further clarification of DMP's compliance assessment framework for these premises.

DER also observes that Regulation 25 of the Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-
explosives) Regulations 2007 provides exemptions to certain premises from holding a dangerous
goods licence with DMP, even if the 'cumulative quantity' of the dangerous goods exceeds manifest
quantities listed in Schedule 1 of those regulations. Their proposal is to further clarify DER and DMP
roles in regulation and compliance of storage 'above placard' quantities on prescribed premises under
the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987, where potential environmental impacts are identified
by DER during inspections.

Additionally, under category 73 of Schedule 1 of the Environmental Protection Regulations 1987, bulk
storage of chemicals, etc. is a prescribed activity. In some instances, these facilities may also hold a
Dangerous Goods licence with DMP. Clarification of detailed operational arrangements between DMP
and DER is proposed to ensure consistency is maintained in regulating such premises.

DER also looks to more formal operational arrangements and guidance between the agencies on how
compliance against the Code of Practice is assessed including a determination of the acceptability of
any risk assessment undertaken by industry.

A final technical matter identified for clarification in the Code of Practice concerns the difference
between 'use' and 'storage' of dangerous goods where movement of a fuel pod (to enable a refuelling
operation) occurs on a mine site.

Transport - Office of Rail Safety

DMP's role in respect of the regulation of dangerous goods on rail is determined by regulations
covering the storage, safe handling and transport of dangerous goods.

The Office of Rail Safety (ORS) within the Transport portfolio is responsible for safety regulation of 32
railways operating in Western Australia. This includes safety accreditation, compliance monitoring,
safety audits and investigations, policy advice and information and education activities.

The Office currently operates under the Rail Safety Act 2010.

At present, a 2010 Memorandum of Understanding between DMP and ORS outlines respective roles
and establishes the basis for cooperation in respect of:

•  Rail occurrences involving dangerous goods;
•  Accreditation Management;
•  Safety Inspections and Audits;
•  Investigations;
•  Enforcement Actions and Prosecutions; and
•  Provision of Information.

It is anticipated that national Rail Safety legislation will in due course replace the existing state based
rail safety laws. To this end a National Rail Safety Regulator has been established and will (subject to
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consideration of enabling legislation by the Western Australia Parliament) oversee rail safety
regulation in all jurisdictions.

Until WA considers and proclaims its mirror rail safety national law, existing rail safety regulatory
requirements will remain in place for rail operators that operate within WA.

Subject to the passage of new rail safety legislation, DMP should initiate a new
MOU with the new national regulator to guide cooperative regulatory activities
in respect of the movement of dangerous goods by rail in Western Australia.
There is also an expectation that a redrafted Dangerous Goods Safety Act will
strengthen the DMP's ability to share information with corresponding
regulators by incorporation of the concepts of corresponding law and
corresponding regulator.

Transport - Main Roads (Heavy Vehicle Enforcement)

Specialist Main Roads Officers play a critical role in on road enforcement in
relation to Dangerous Goods compliance across the State.

T

Working relationships, access to specialist expertise and incident response
mechanisms were highly valued by officers interviewed during the course of

t   the review.

Main Roads and DMP participate in a specialist Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Group (HVEG) with the
following objectives:

•  ensure consistent and sustainable enforcement methods are deployed appropriately
•  improve collaboration between key agencies through enforcement opportunities
•  identify, resolve, contribute and assist membership agencies to increase enforcement

activities for road transport breaches, and
•  provide a platform to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of membership agencies.

HVEG meets bi monthly and enables participating agencies to:

•  discuss enforcement options available to address breaches of road transport law
•  identify trends and issues to reduce incidents and road crashes on the road network
•  develop strong and unified support for inter-agency planned operations
•  resolve and implement solutions in line with the Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2008-

2020
•  mutually undertake national and state heavy and light vehicle safety programs and campaigns
•  provide appropriate resources to assist membership agencies with enforcement options, and
•  ensure intelligence is effectively disseminated (where legislatively permitted) and shared

between membership agencies.

Department of Fire and Emergency Services

i '  DFES input to the review focussed on the valued coordination of responses at

t*  incidents (including on road spills) and their role in the approval of emergencyresponse plans for major facilities. Both organisations have a number of
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working protocols including access to specialist officers from DMP in incident
management settings.

DMP participates with DFES in the State Emergency Management Committee on Response - a multi-
agency group that supports government response to emergencies, and the HAZMAT Coordinating
Committee - a multi-agency group tasked with responding to hazardous material incidents. This role

requires a 24 hour response capability within DMP.

Western Australian Police

!  WAPOL reports a close and productive working relationship with DMP in
i   respect of on road compliance, matters associated with security risk
t   substances and explosives and the broader law enforcement task.

Discussion with WAPOL focused in part with the exchange of technical information and expertise in
respect of on road dangerous goods compliance. WAPOL advised there are two main sources of
technical information for officers being formal/informal training and WAPOL's On Road Enforcement
Guide.

Additionally, some WA Police officers have recently undertaken formal training on the transportation
of dangerous goods. Officers undertook a two day Dangerous Goods Driver's training course through
a Registered Training Organisation. Generally, officers have access to a procedural document entitled
"On Road Enforcement and Operations Guide". The last edition of this document was produced in
2010 and is currently under review to ensure its currency. The dangerous goods component of this
document was updated with the cooperation and assistance of DMP.   The guide provides an
overview of all traffic related policing matters.  Included in this document is a general guide to
dangerous goods including classes of goods, requirements for transportation, signage, inspection
checklists and emergency response procedures. The guide also directs officers to the legislation and
Code for further information and provides the DMP telephone number for use where appropriate.

Tactical Traffic Sergeants (TTS) were introduced into WA Police in December 2013 and are available
at Police Operations Centre 24 hours per day. The role of a TTS is to oversee traffic related matters
such as hazards and crashes. When an incident is identified as involving dangerous goods, the TTS
protocols include contacting DMPo Communication and general rapport between DMP and WA Police
has increased since the introduction of this role.

Two technical matters were raised in the course of field consultations with WAPOL.

Storage of Propellants WAPOL have at various times sought to clarify matters associated
with the storage of propellants in firearm security cabinets.

Currently, storage of propellants in a firearms security cabinet is
covered by the Firearms Regulations.

The Dangerous Goods Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007 at Part 9
explains how explosives are to be stored. Regulation 85 requires a
person storing ammunition propellant or black powder to do so safely
and not store more than 2 kg of black powder in any one container.

Venting of cabinets to prevent the build-up of gases should the
cabinet be subject of a heat source such as fire has been proposed
however there is no legislative requirement to do this. The practical
guidance given was that this should occur without compromising the
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security or structural integrity of the cabinet.

Delegation Powers of the
Commissioner of Police

Currently there is no provision for the Commissioner of Police to
delegate his authority in relation to Regulation 19 of the Dangerous
Goods Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007.

Under Regulation 18 of the Dangerous Goods Safety (Explosives)
Regulations 2007, the Commissioner of Police can cause an
investigation into the character of an applicant or holder of a
Dangerous Goods Security Card. In accordance with Regulation 19
(4) the Commissioner of Police can object to an applicant, or current
licence holder, from holding a Dangerous Goods Security Card.

The recommendation made by Police is to amend this delegation
along lines to that provided in section 91 of the Pawnbroker and
Second-hand Dealers Act 1994 and Section 9A of the Security and
Related Activities (Control) Act 1996. This provides that

"The Commissioner may, by a signed instrument of delegation,
delegate to a person, either generally or as otherwise provided in the
instrument, any of the Commissioner's powers or duties under this
Act, other than this power of delegation".

Worksafe

Worksafe's short formal response to this review notes that Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984 co-regulate some matters in Western Australian
workplaces. Their correspondence advises:

"It has been the experience of Worksafe that this co-regulation is administered
cooperatively by Worksafe and the Department of Mines and Petroleum as the
responsible agencies. Worksafe has no issues with the arrangements when
enforcing the OSH Act".

The Worksafe submission concludes that any change that might result from the
review should continue to maintain the high standards of safety in Western
Australian workplaces required by the DGA.
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5. FINDINGS

The review's findings are summarised in the following sections and are organised to align with the
review's observations and conclusions in respect of:

•  the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004
•  the regulations attaching to that Act, and
•  the administration of the Act by the Department of Mines and Petroleum

The findings provide context for review recommendations provided later in the report although not all
findings warranted detailed recommendations.

5a. THE DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY ACT (2004)

Retention and Renewal

There is consistent support for the retention of a Dangerous Goods Safety Act recognising the unique
and valued "supply chain" coverage the Act provides in its current form.

!
Confirmation of the general duty of care appficable to all persons responsible

i  for the control or management of dangerous goods (to prevent unreasonable
f   harm to people (including themselves), property or the environment) now forms
1ÿ  the basis of responsible safety practice and appropriately extends the
iI   regulatory benefit of the Act beyond sites, workplaces and the act of

1ÿ  transportation to the broader community.

Ten years on from the introduction of this legislation in Western Australia there is an appetite across
industry and within the agency to rejuvenate the modernising theme conveyed in the 2004 legislation
and to strengthen the use of risk based, outcomes focused regulation in line with a program of
reforms to safety legislation underway within the Resources Safety Division of DMP.

The opportunity is to adapt the best features of model WHS legislation to the purposes of the Act and
to recast the lengthy current regulations to a simpler and more purposeful format.

Better inter jurisdictional alignment with other safety regulators can also be achieved through this
process.

The organising principle is that all activity licences be issued to Persons in Charge of Business Units
(PCBU's) or operators to ensure that the duty of care principle remains appropriately aligned to the
safety task.
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Legislative Reform and Strengthening

Introduce best practice features of the Model WHS legislation to the existing
Dangerous Goods Safety framework in Western Australia.

Strengthen the intent and purpose of the Act by the incorporation of a clear
object for the legislation. This could be achieved by adapting the phrasing of

!  the object in the current Dangerous Goods Safety (Road and Rail Transport of
Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007 to the broader context of parent Dangerous
Goods Safety Act.

A notional object could then be:

•  to set out the obligations of persons involved in the storage, handling, transport and use of
dangerous goods, including the operation of major hazard facilities15 across Western
Australia; and

•  to reduce as far as practicable the risks to people, property and the environment arising from
the storage, handling, transport and use of dangerous goods, including the operation of major
hazard facilities; and

•  to give effect to the standards, requirements and procedures of mandatory and approved
Codes of Practice so far as they apply to the storage, handling, transport and use of
dangerous goods, including the operation of major hazard facilities; and

•  to promote consistency between the standards, requirements and procedures applying to the
storage, handling, transport and use of explosives and dangerous goods.

I In the event that the concept of "duty holder" is more fully taken up in
companion  Resource  Safety  legislation  then  drafting  could  consider
incorporation of "persons and duty holders" for consistency purposes. The
notional object also could also be extended to encompass a specific reference
to explosives. To date the broader definition of "dangerous goods" has been
considered sufficient to incorporate these substances.

An alternative object statement has been developed within DMP as part of the Safety Reform Project.
This proposes the object be:

a) to regulate dangerous goods storage, handing and transport to protect people, property and
the environment

b) to set out the obligations of persons involved directly or indirectly with dangerous goods; and
c) to promote national consistency between the standards, requirements and procedures

applying to storage, handling and transport of dangerous goods.

s Coverage of MHF Facilities is retained for illustrative purposes and will be subject to policy determination by Government in
the course of the development of a Resource Safety Act for Western Australia.
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MHF Coverage by the Dangerous Goods Safety Act

Earlier, this review noted cautious support for the principle of Major Hazard Facility (MHF) regulations
being removed from the current DGSA so long as it does not complicate the notification of critical
quantities being exceeded and preserves the principle of regulation through a safety case regime.

Industry has identified a range of matters for attention ahead of any prospective change (under the
current regulatory arrangements) or that may require remediation in the any new regulations that may
be developed.

A petroleum industry respondent noted that petroleum specific inspectorates are in the best interests
of that industry and that a general occupational, safety and health inspectorate may be unsuitable to
administer petroleum related major hazard facilities.

t   The practical effect of reassignment of coverage to the proposed Resource

f   Safety Act would be that MHF provisions in the model WHS would be applied,T  including continuation of a Safety Case Regime. There would however be a
!  requirement for a MHF ficence (currently not the case). Present practice is for
I

i  chemicals stored on these sites to be licenced under DGSA regulations.

Other matters in the model regulations include procedures for review of decisions, duties for
operators, and performance timeframes for industry and DMP that attach to the designation of a MHF
within prescribed timelines.

5b. REGULATIONS AND THE DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY ACT

Simplify the Current Regulations for the Dangerous Goods Safety Act

The proposal is to consolidate all current regulations into a single, omnibus
regulation. The expectation is that the majority of provisions (in current
regulations) would remain in regulatory form or codes of practice.

There is an appreciation that this process of modernisation may need to
proceed in two phases beginning with an initial incorporation of the explosives,
SRS and dangerous goods handling provisions and with the transport
elements to follow in the medium term.

t
i
J

Incorporation of the transport component will be largely dependent on the
extent to which an activity licence model (as is proposed in the explosives
domain) is taken up in due course. This would enable further measured
consideration of the role of occupational licences in transport safety
associated with the movement of dangerous goods and provide an opportunity
to work with other jurisdictions on an appropriate approach to standards and
compliance.
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A single regulation for Dangerous Goods Safety in Western Australia would facilitate:

•  a single, comprehensive definition for Dangerous Goods
•  consistent definitional treatment of Iocational or site elements in Dangerous Goods licensing

(premises, places, pipelines, vehicles)
•  consistent, definitional treatment of reportable matters
•  more consistent regulatory "style" between activities that have traditionally relied on

prescriptive measures with greater future emphasis on performance-based risk management
regimes

•  greater emphasis on the multi-disciplinary nature of the regulatory task - compliance, culture,
competency

•  smarter use of technology in reporting, inspection and compliance activities, and
•  an approach to the improvement of regulatory technique, competencies and capabilities

informed by the emphasis in the draft object on consistency.

Reduce the Number of Licences at Sites

i '
Achievement of a single "activity" licence will reduce the number of individual

!   licences in operation at any one licenced location. The concept is a single

!  licence, informed by a single set of regulations, with endorsements or content•   attaching the particular technical context, location or setting (storage, SRS etc.)
!   and aligned to the duties of the PCBU or operator.
t

This model would also have the scope to include non-site based licences appropriate to supply,
import, and export settings.

Over time in may be appropriate to explore with industry three further developments of this model:

•  a "branch" model licence where a company conducts an identical licenced activity at several
sites - such as a chain of service stations

•  a "supply chain" model governing licenced activities across connected elements ( importation,
storage, transport, manufacturing, distribution) - this model may have particular relevance as
the concept of duty holder is implemented more broadly in new safety legislation

•  an "enterprise" model where a company conducts a diverse range of activities across the
State.

Some companies will be reluctant to accept the enterprise wide regulatory risk associated with these
three "distributed" models, preferring to Iocalise risk, compliance and accountability with site
managers, franchise operators, mine management etc. A simple solution is to provide "opt in"
arrangements over time, with the basic requirement of a single site based licence remaining as the
minimum requirement.

The site model with its Iocalised accountability for safety compliance will align well regulatory and
management practice at mine sites under current and prospective Resource Safety legislation.

It is proposed that all licences for dangerous goods sites will be issued to the PCBU or operator. This
definition is also expected to apply to individuals where they own or have control of dangerous goods.
The requirement to have a licence, an authorisation or an approval can also be aligned to the model
WHS, if appropriate.
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Activity Licences and Reform in the Explosives Sector

Representatives of the explosives industry and jurisdictional regulators are engaged in a consultative
process that is challenged to develop model explosives legislation consistent with the model WHS
legislation and a framework to deliver greater national consistency in explosives legislation.

Within this process there has been already been considerable regulatory and industry discussion on a
strengthened future role for activity licences and the declining relevance of occupational licences in
regulatory regimes.

In the future it is envisaged that activity based licences would be available to
i   entities or individuals that meet safety and security criteria, to allow them to
[  undertake the explosives activity and that shotfirers, pyrotechnicians and
I
1   explosives drivers would onlv be able to undertake work under the authority of

a relevant activity licence.[

This principle is central and entirely consistent with the broad duty of care embedded in the current
Dangerous Goods Safety Act and reflects well-established work practices, supervision and the
general safety model of resource sector companies where explosives are deployed.

Developmental work is also proceeding on the basis that shotfirers, pyrotechnicians and explosives
drivers will have to meet national competency requirements - prospectively removing specific state by
state occupational standards and licensing of individuals. In prospect is a regime in which
accreditation and competency requirements themes will if anything be strengthened, however the role
of State regulators in verifying attainment of competency (which is much of the current focus of
current occupational licences) will be withdrawn.

Further work is required in the development of compliance arrangements that reflect the onus placed
on the holder of the activity licence for safe practice.

From a security perspective it seems unlikely however the State based or national equivalent,
individual screening processes associated with Security Risk Substances will be reduced or
withdrawn. Possession of a security card will still be required for all appropriate activities.

Occupational Licences and the Transport of Dangerous Goods

The initiative in the explosives sector (including as it does the role of explosives drivers in transport) is
likely to have flow on effects to the licensing regime associated with the transport sector in general

and particularly to the transport of dangerous goods.

i'   Further developmental and consultative activity is required with the trucking
i ÿ   industry, traffic and freight regulators and enforcement regimes to establish
I   whether phasing out of the dangerous goods driver's licence by the
[ i   introduction of an entity or activity based dangerous goods transport licence
!   has merit and will assure equivalent or better safety outcomes.
!,

More comprehensive consultation (than has been possible within the framework of this review) with
organisations such as the West Australian Road Transport Association is advised.
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Classification of Dangerous Goods - Adoption of GHS

The Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS) is an
internationally agreed system designed to harmonise the diverse systems of classification and hazard
communication currently in use throughout the world. Many countries including some of Australia's
major trading partners have already adopted this system or are in the process of doing so.

Manufacturers and importers of hazardous chemicals will need to re-classify their products, re-label
them and prepare new safety data sheets to meet the new requirements. A five year transitional
period for moving to the new GHS-based system has been determined in other jurisdictions. This
allows for manufacturers and importers to use either the new GHS system or the current classification
and labelling system for workplace hazardous substances and dangerous goods. After 1 January
2017 all chemicals supplied for use must comply with the new requirements.

Advice to this review from DMP is that GHS and current dangerous goods classification protocols can
coexist however it is noted that the GHS classification for explosives is currently under consideration
by AFER and the SIG process associated with future regulation of explosives.

More detailed consideration (and industry engagement) is required as to
benefits, costs and risks before extending this classification to the current
Dangerous Goods regulations and the scope of the Dangerous Goods Safety
Act.

Improving Incident Reporting

Incident reporting requirements apply to all dangerous goods and explosives events and can cover a

very wide range of substances, circumstances and outcomes.

The WHS legislation has a quite detailed approach to the definition of
significant harm and to reporting regimes that could be adapted to any future
drafting of the Dangerous Goods Safety Act. It is anticipated that that this
definition will be more fully evaluated through the processes of the Ministerial
Advisory Panel however this review sees particular value in a definitional
approach that seeks the highest level of protection against harm from hazards
and risks associated with the management of dangerous goods. Indeed most

•   MHF businesses promote a "zero harm" culture and outcome. It follows that
legislation can only really set a minimum performance standard with the onus

I   on regulated business to operate at best practice.
I

The fundamental and simple purpose of incident notification should be to enable the regulator to
investigate serious incidents in a timely manner.

A practical problem for the regulator (and companies) is that public and political scrutiny is also
applied to regulated sites and hence there is a natural tension between under and over-reporting. A
lkL spill may be relatively significant for a small chemical factory however would appear minor at a
major scale MHF. Some additional confusion arises where DMP encourages operators to advise it of
sub-reportable incidents.
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The further problem for MHFs is that any incident notification triggers a review of the Safety Report
and subsequent reporting to the Chief Officer about the outcome - an action that can potentially
require re-approval processes. There is also little clarity as to what constitutes a "review" in these
circumstances.

Maturation of the Safety Case Regime and Significant Change

An approved Safety Report describes a system that should responsibly adapt to investment in
additional capacity, new process techniques, plant technologies, work practices and other measures
without compromising safety outcomes.

The review observes a continuing debate between industry and the regulator over terminology,
especially in relation to the notions of "significant harm" and "significant change".

The issue of what constitutes significant change at a MHF (often characterised as a percentage
increase in throughput or adding a new product) may in fact be best dealt with by reinforcing what an
approved safety case means.

i
I
i

i
L
f'
!

In approving a safety case the regulator has accepted a proposition from an
operator that they have adequately assessed the hazards and risks and put in
place control systems and an acceptable risk envelope within which the plant
should operate. Change needs to be considered in this context.

If the overall risk profile remains essentially the same (as it should because
that is what is 'approved') then re-approval may be redundant. To manage this,
the safety management system as described in the safety report then needs to
include an appropriate and robust change management process. This assures
that risk assessments, procedural changes to processes and related matters
occur within approved frameworks.

Acceptance of this principle could reduce a number of the current regulatory
triggers for review of the Safety Report and in turn focus the regulator on audit
processes rather than recurring approval sequences.

The regulator's role should be to audit compliance with the approved management system and the
adequacy of that system and achieve improvements through auditing processes.

The Review also notes that the first batch of five-year reviews is imminent at
some MHF sites and that this should not be an arduous process given that the
prevailing safety management system has been subject to continuous
improvement disciplines and progressive audits. A "ground zero" approach to
the re-approval of mature safety case regimes would appear excessive.

Other technical matters for regulatory attention

Across the consultative process a number of specific observations were made in respect of
opportunities for improvements to the current regulations, or for their simplification through
consolidation of the current suite of regulations.

=  Provision for the Commissioner of Police to delegate his authority in relation to Regulation 19
of the Dangerous Goods Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007 along lines to that provided in
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section 91 of the Pawnbroker and Second-hand Dealers Act 1994 and/or Section 9A of the
Security and Related Activities (Control) Act 1996.

•  Clarification and appropriate promotion with industry stakeholders of jurisdictional
arrangements and standards for the storage of powder and propellants in secure weapons
cabinets (between firearms and dangerous goods regulations).

•  Simplification of requirements for the import of Security Risk Substances - currently spread
between Regulations 135A-135P DGS Safety (Storage & Handling of Non-explosives)
Regulations 2007 and Regulation 16-19 DGS Safety (SRS) Regulations 2007.

•  Achievement of national uniformity of requirements relating to explosives and explosives
precursors in line with internationally recognised UN classification regimes.

•  Use of CrimTrac accredited organisations in the provision of NPHCs to DMP's licensing
processes. The proposal is to include a definition of Approved Agency (to signify accreditation
with the CrimTrac agency) and some adjustment to  Regulation 219 (Transport) and
Regulation 160 (Explosives) to allow for an extract obtained by an approved agency to
competently inform the assessment process within DMP.

•  Further assessment of the design, safety and construction of belly boxes (located under
freezer trucks transporting frozen food to remote communities and mine sites) as may permit
the transport of small, well segregated quantities of dangerous goods such as cleaning
products.

•  Under section 56 of the Act, a dangerous goods officer can issue infringement notices iq
some circumstances.   These infringement notices are not issued under the Criminal
Procedure Act 2004 (CPA) nor backed up by enforcement arrangements under the Fines,
Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement Act 1994 (FPINEA). Some further
consideration of this matter may be warranted in the process of regulatory reform
recommended later in this report.

5c. ADMINISTRATION OF THE DANGEROUS GOODS SAFETY ACT BY DMP

Improve regulatory performance - Major Hazard Facilities

Commentary from Major Hazard Facility organisations and from workshop
discussions with Kwinana Industry Council membership placed particular
emphasis on the need for DMP to ensure that front line compliance staff
demonstrate a competent understanding of the complex operations of
businesses regulated under safety case regimes and that approval, inspection
and audit processes are conducted in a competent, efficient and consistent
manner.

A series of strategies to improve the regulatory framework for MHF's are proposed:

•  rejuvenation of the Major Hazard Facility Forum (with an independent chair) with a charter
appropriate to improving consistency and value associated with safety case regulatory
activities

•  periodic 3rd party and transparent review of the cost recovery formula for MHF fees - to better
inform the pricing (and resourcing) of regulatory services

•  incorporation of a change control element in the safety case regime with the object of de-
risking improvements and investments in plant infrastructure and systems and simplifying
approvals associated with planned upgrades to facilities

•  exploration of ways in which earlier (provisional) approval of safety case regimes might be
obtained to assist capital approval and governance processes within business's establishing
or substantially upgrading MHF facilities
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•  greater emphasis by DMP on industry conditions and context through the establishment of
relationship management roles for DMP executives - separate from the day to day
supervision of site based regulatory activities and approvals,

•  better use by DMP and industry of appropriate technologies to facilitate inspection, review
and audit performance - and to ensure continuity and consistency in compliance technique
and regulatory culture, and

•  consideration  of model WHS enforcement provisions to  supplement the options
(infringements and remediation notices) currently available in the Act.

Develop a more complete regulatory and policy role for DMP

Elsewhere, this report has observed the current focus by the Dangerous Goods Safety Branch of
DMP on meeting the operational and technical components of the current Act.

Any redraft of the parent act offers an opportunity to place greater emphasis on
consistency and simplification in regulatory practice (as informed by the draft
bject above) and to develop a contemporary regulatory role that includes

.  better resourced policy, research, educational and information roles.

More generally, the functions of the Branch could be clearly defined in the Act with a suite of roles that
comprise:

•  monitor and enforce compliance for the Dangerous Goods Safety Act and Regulations
•  provide advice and information on dangerous goods safety to government, licencees, duty

holders and the community
•  foster a cooperative, consultative relationship between licencees, duty holders and the people

and communities to whom they owe dangerous goods safety duties,
•  encourage, through research, analysis and best practice experience improvements to safety

practice and regulation
•  promote and support education and training appropriate to dangerous goods safety
•  engage in, promote and coordinate the sharing of information to achieve the object of the

DGSA Act, including the sharing of information with other regulators
•  conduct and defend legal proceedings under the DGSA
•  collect, analyse and publish statistics relating to the DGSA, and
•  promote public awareness of dangerous goods safety in the community.

The experience of a delay of several years between the current Act receiving Royal Assent and the
gazettal of the first tranche of regulations also highlights the risk of under resourcing any change
process.

Embrace appropriate technology and systems in all facets of the business

While the business has made some progress in enabling some routine transactions to be completed
using newer technologies and processes, it is clear that a more complete, whole of business strategy
is required to better connect the provision of regulatory information with licence transactions,
information on standards, practice, compliance and inspection processes.

!.   The strategic opportunity is to use available technologies to ensure a more
1   contemporary and sustainable service model for the future including
!   development of a portal through which a "digital relationship" with licence

holders might be centred. This should combine information exchange,
t   licensing transactions, licence conditions, electronic publishing, payments,
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transparent inspection reports, self-assessment "wizards" and template based
regulatory information able to be used on site.

,f

i
I

The strategy should also enable the take up of various, readily available mobile
technologies to ensure that DMP personnel go into the field carrying (or be able
to access) secure, up to date and coherent information relating to the sites and
licences they will visit and inspect. Then, audit and inspection applications and
templates can be used in a highly transparent manner on site (and where
appropriate) in conjunction with the licence holder.

Improve collection and management of regulatory information

A more sophisticated, business driven approach to the collection, use and value of information is
required to inform the effectiveness, focus and modernisation of the regulation of Dangerous Goods
Safety in Western Australia.

i   Some key reporting remains dependent on manual processes. Data is also
i   characteristically presented in absolute terms for each reporting period with
i   little use of ratios, trend information and other insights as would enable

government, industry and the community to assess the extent to which the
l   transactional information reported indicates that the agency is keeping pace
I  with the needs of a growing state and that coverage of regulated activity is
i,  appropriate, effective or efficient.
r,

Refresh working arrangements with government partners

Model powers in the draft WHS legislation place particular emphasis on improving and supporting the
working relationship between regulators, especially in respect of the exchange of information. The
concept of corresponding regulator and corresponding law will assist this process.

While DMP has a number of well performed working relationships with other government agencies
active in safety, regulation and compliance matters, it is evident that personal contacts and informal
networks play an important part in their success. In particular DER looks to a renewal of a long
standing and successful framework that guides co-regulatory activity.

t

t

Ahead of the take up of model powers in any new Dangerous Goods Safety Act
the agency should review and reconfirm formal protocols with its government
partners for collaboration, exchange of information, joint activities, compliance
roles, shared technology, incident response and participation in approval and
planning processes.

In addition, DMP should seek to an initiate an appropriate MOU with the new national rail safety
regulator to guide and inform cooperative regulatory activities in respect of the movement of
dangerous goods by rail in Western Australia.
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6. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Sixteen recommendations are developed from the findings outlined in the previous section of this
report and from the range of information detailed elsewhere in this document.

The recommendations also provide a composite response to the challenge questions used by the
review to inform the intent and purpose of a Section 69 review of the AcL

Recommendations relating to the Dangerous Goods Safety Act

Retain a separate Dangerous Goods Safety Act with its current "supply chain" scope to
encompass a general duty of care applicable to all persons responsible for the control or
management of dangerous goods to prevent unreasonable harm to people (including
themselves), property or the environment.

Introduce best practice features of the Model WHS legislation to the existing dangerous
goods safety framework in Western Australia and continue to apply the Act to all sites
covered by the proposed Resources Safety Act.

Strengthen the intent and purpose of the Act by the incorporation of a clear object for the
legislation by adapting the phrasing of the object in the current Dangerous Goods Safety
(Road and Rail Transport of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007 to the broader context of a
redrafted Dangerous Goods Safety Act.

Plan for the phase out of occupational licences in settings where explosives are used iq
favour of accreditation arrangements (following industry consultation and to standards
determined by the regulator) and align future compliance with duty of care principles with
activity licences, duty holders and persons conducting a business or undertaking (PCBU).
Retain the current role for government in the issue of Dangerous Goods Security Cards.

Commence a program of consultation with the transport industry, law enforcement bodies,
freight regulators and industry to explore the benefits, risks, and costs of introducing activity
licences to the future regulation of the transport of dangerous goods and consider the
relative merits of occupational licences or accreditation regimes in achieving best on road,
safety outcomes.

6 Amend enforcement measures in the Dangerous Goods Safety Act to include issue of
improvement notices, issue of prohibition notices and other matters as outlined as in model
WHS legislation.

Continue to align the scope of dangerous goods legislation with the Australian Dangerous
Goods Code and further evaluate the appropriateness of adopting the classification of
dangerous goods under the Globally Harmonised System (GHS) to better align with practice
in other jurisdictions.
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Recommendations relating to the DGSA Regulations

Align future regulation of Major Hazard Facilities with the provisions of a new Resource
Safety Act reflecting the anticipated focus of that legislation on a safety case model of
regulation.

9 (a) Consolidate Dangerous Goods Safety Act regulations into a single, omnibus regulation,
commencing with incorporation of the explosives, SRS and dangerous goods handling
provisions, and

(b) Subject to industry and regulatory consultation work towards inclusion of transport
regulation in the medium term.

10 Develop a single "activity" licence to reduce the number of individual licences in operation at
any one licenced location. The concept is a single licence, informed by a single set of
regulations, with endorsements or content attaching to the particular technical context,
location or setting (storage, SRS etc.) and aligned to the duties of the PCBU or operator.

Recommendations relating to the administration of the DGSA by DMP

11 Implement measures outlined at Section 5C of this report to improve regulatory and
business outcomes at Major Hazard Facilities across the state.

12

13

15

16

14

Place greater policy focus on achieving consistency and simplification in regulatory practice
and seek to improve capabilities in respect of policy, best practice research and industry
liaison.

Develop a more sophisticated, business driven approach to the collection, use and value of
information to inform the effectiveness, focus and modernisation of the regulation of
Dangerous Goods Safety in Western Australia.

Plan for and invest in an ICT strategy for dangerous goods regulation in which a portal
based "digital relationship" with licence holders might be developed enabling access for
information exchange, licensing transactions, licence content, customised provision of codes
and standards based information, transparent inspection reports and provision of self-
assessment tools for site based use.

Review and reconfirm protocols with government partners for collaboration, exchange of
information, joint inspection activities, compliance roles, shared technology, incident
response and participation in approval and planning processes ahead of the take up of
model powers in any new Dangerous Goods Safety Act.

Initiate (subject to the passage of enabling State legislation) an appropriate MOU with the
new national rail safety regulator to guide and inform cooperative regulatory activities in
respect of the movement of dangerous goods by rail in Western Australia.
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Appendix A - Stakeholder Consultation

Participation by Organisations and Individuals

125 organisations and individuals accessed and completed the on line submission and survey
instrument between March 26 and May 29, 2014. Respondents identified in the following categories.

Category of Respondent                                   Response    Response
Percent      Count

A small business (currently employing less than 20 people) engaged wholly or in part            20.8%             26
in activities regulated by the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004

A larger business (currently employing more than 20 people) engaged wholly or in part
in activities regulated by the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 (other than the                 48.0%             60
operation of a Major Hazard Facility)

An individual licenced to drive or operate vehicles carrying dangerous goods                    2.4%              3

A licenced shot firer                                                                  5.6%              7

A fireworks contractor or operator                                                    1.6%              2

An employee, contractor or manager of a Major Hazard Facility                               8.0%              10

An employee of a state government agency (other than the Department of Mines and
Petroleum) or a local government authority with regulatory or compliance roles at                 9.6%              12
locations or businesses where the Dangerous Goods Safety Act 2004 applies

A consultant working with any of the above categories of respondent                         7.2%              9

Other                                                                          6.4%              8

Totals                                                                         100%            125

In addition numerous licensed companies made direct submissions, arranged site visits, provided
case study materials or commentaries.

A number of consultants working in private practice across the domain of dangerous goods
participated directly in discussions or contributed through on line contributions to the Review.

808 down-loads of the information paper prepared as background to the review took place during the
course of the review.

Government Partners and Co Regulators

•  The Office of Rail Safety
•  Department for Fire and Emergency Services
•  Department of Environmental Regulation
•  Western Australian Police Force
•  Worksafe (within the Department of Commerce)
•  Main Roads (On Road Compliance)
•  Department of Transport
•  Fremantle Ports
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Industry Bodies

•  The Chamber of Mines and Energy
•  Chamber of Commerce and Industry
•  Kwinana Industries Council
•  TheWest Australian Local Government Association
•  The Western Australian Road Transport Association
•  Australian Explosives Industry Safety Group
•  Plastics and Chemical Industries Association
•  Major Hazard Facilities Forum (hosted by the Department of Mines and Petroleum)
•  Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport in Australia
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Appendix B - Regulatory Framework for Dangerous Goods Safety

The Act currently operates through 6 sets of regulations covering 640 pages of regulatory
requirements. There have been over 40 amendments since 2007, including a number of reprints of
the individual regulations.

Storage and
Handling of Non
Explosives

Scope

Manufacture,

processing, storage,
use and disposal of
dangerous goods.

Explosives           Security Risk         Transport            Major Hazard
Substances                              Facilities

Scope

Safe storage,
manufacture, transport
and use of explosives
(and fireworks).

Scope

Counter-terrorism
measures associated
with Security Risk
Substances.

Minimum safety
requirements

Moderately            Highly prescriptive      Risk based regime      Highly prescriptive      Risk assessed regime
prescriptive regime     backed up by detailed                        regime               (highly technical)

mandatory and
supporting codes

Extensive supporting                                               Detailed mandatory     Supported by detailed
codes                                                           code (ADG7)          supporting codes

General Regulations

(Exemptions, Infringements, Forms and Administration)

Licensing regime for
individuals and sites

Minimum safety
requirements

Licensing regime Site licensing regime
including importation,
movement and supply

Security requirements
equivalent to
explosives

Scope

Transport of
dangerous goods by
road orrail.

Licensing regime for
drivers and vehicles

Sets duties of relevant
parties

Scope

Control of Major
Hazard Facilities.

Sets out safety case
regime

As per storage and
handling regulations,
explosives and SRS
regulations

Recent amendments to Dangerous Goods safety regulations were gazetted on 2 December 2013,
effective 1 January 2014. These enabled repeal of the former Dangerous Goods Safety (Goods in
Ports) Regulations 2007. Relevant provisions were transferred to the Dangerous Goods Safety
(Storage and Handling of Non-explosives) Regulations 2007 and the Dangerous Goods Safety
(Explosives) Regulations 2007.

Dangerous Goods Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007

The Storage and Handling Regulations detail safety standards for the manufacture, processing,
storage, use and disposal of dangerous goods.

The regulations adopt, with minor administrative and enforcement variance, the National Standard for
the Storage and Handling of Workplace Dangerous Goods.
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This regulation comprises 147 pages and has been subject to 7 revisions since commencement in
2007 (including one reprint).

Western Australia has retained a licensing system for dangerous goods, and the coverage of the
Storage and Handling Regulations now extends beyond the workplace to cover anyone storing or
handling dangerous goods.

In scope, the 'handling' definition includes manufacturing, processing, packing, use, sale, supply,
carriage (including by pipeline) and disposal of dangerous goods.

The regulation also takes up provisions from the Australian Dangerous Goods Code 7th edition.

The regulation also takes up a Mandatory Code that requires all new underground petroleum storage
systems for petroleum products Class 3 dangerous goods and C1 combustible liquids to comply with
the requirements in Australian Standard AS 4898:2008 The Design, Installation and Operation of
Underground Petroleum Storage System, driven by the particular interests of environmental and
water resource regulators.

Alternative safety measures for the design, installation and operation of underground storage or
handling systems are permitted only if they are documented and achieve the same or a lower level of
risk.

The regulations give particular emphasis to the duties of the operator (defined as a person who
operates the site or pipeline). These duties include risk assessment and risk control, provision of
information and safety planning responsibilities. A risk management approach involving written risk
assessment and a safety management system is applicable.

Rural and 'small quantity (below placarding quantity) dangerous goods locations' are exempted from
the requirements for emergency plans and safety management systems, and have simplified
requirements.

Storage and Handling Regulation Regime - Schematic

ClassificationlQuantity16                      Requirements

Major Hazard Facility Quantity                   MHF Regulations

Manifest Quantity                             Licensing,  Manifest,  SMS  (when
required) & Emergency PlanO'

.ÿ ÿ  Placard Quantity                              Placarding Risk Assessment

P     Small Quantity (Includes Rural DG locations       Limited requirements
o

Exempt

16 Threshold quantities are set out in Schedule 1 to this Regulation.
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Dangerous Goods Safety (Major Hazard Facilities) Regulations 2007

The MHF Regulations incorporate the principles of the National Standard for the Control of Major
Hazard Facilities 2002. The MHF Regulations are separate from the storage and handling regulations
and focus on particular requirements for safety management to deal with major incidents for specific
substances.

j   A safety case regime is central to the regulation of these facilities by DMP.
I   Safety Management documents are defined in the DGSA where a safety
!,   management document is required to be prepared in relation to the safe

storage, handling or transport of dangerous goods; dealing with emergencies
involving dangerous goods, and safety management documentation.

In the detail of the regulations are three components to what is commonly referred to as a safety case
regime. These are:

1. A Risk Assessment. This incorporates hazard identification, an assessment of the probability
of the hazard causing a major incident; the nature of the harm to people, property and the
environment that is likely to result from the occurrence of an incident and risk control
measures that will eliminate (or if it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate the effects of the
hazard event) that the risk control measures will reduce the impacts of an incident to people,
property and the environment.

2. A Safety Management System. This document describes the safety management system for
a facility and that details the policies and procedures for implementing and managing the risk
control measures identified in the risk assessment for the facility. There are also procedures
for ensuring the community, local governments and emergency services are informed about
the use of dangerous goods at the facility; risk assessments; and the actions members of the
community should take if a dangerous situation or major incident should arise.

This document is to be prepared in consultation with employees and record the details of the
consultation. The document must also be in a form acceptable to the Chief Officer.

. A Safety Report. This document summarises the notifiable information for the facility as it
exists, or as the operator expects it will exist, at the relevant time. The report identifies the risk
assessment and the safety management system prepared for the facility and states where the
risk assessment and safety management system is available for inspection by the Chief
Officer.

Dangerous Goods Safety Regulation at Major Hazard Facilities derive from these requirements and
set out measures and processes taken to identify all foreseeable major incidents, their likelihood and
consequences, and justifies the adequacy of the control measures used to minimise risk (both on-site
and off-site). Once approved by DMP the operator of a major hazard facility must not store, handle or
transport specified dangerous goods at the facility except in accordance with the safety management
system identified in the approved safety report for the facility.

Classification of a place as a major hazard facility by the Chief Officer is determined by his being
satisfied on reasonable grounds that more than the critical quantity of Schedule 1 specified
substances is at the place or is likely to be at the place; and a major incident could occur at the site.

Regulatory guidance to be applied by the Chief Officer encompasses:

•  the quantity and properties of Schedule 1 substances at the place or likely to be at the place
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•  the circumstances in which Schedule 1 substances are or will be stored, handled or

transported while at the place
•  and any other written law that applies to the place for the purpose of ensuring that dangerous

goods are stored, handled and transported safely; and
•  the likely effects of an incident occurring at the place on people, property or the environment

outside, as well as inside, the place.

Sites that will have quantities of dangerous goods greater than the critical quantity (10% of the
threshold quantity of Schedule 1 substances) are required to notify the Chief Officer of this intention.
The formal notification will be assessed to determine whether the Chief Officer will classify the site as
a MHF. The Chief Officer should also be notified before any significant change is implemented to an
existing site.

The Chief Officer has the discretion to classify a site as an MHF based on the quantity of Schedule 1
substances, and consideration of the need for controls above and beyond those that apply at other
dangerous goods sites.

Explosives storage sites are not classified as MHFs in the absence of other dangerous goods, but
operations that manufacture explosives may be classified as MHFs.

Dangerous Goods Safety (Road and Rail Transport of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007

The Dangerous Goods Safety (Road and Rail Transport of Non-Explosives) Regulations 2007 adopt
the Australian Dangerous Goods Code, 7th edition, and are aligned as far as possible with the
associated National Model Regulations.

The main objects of these regulations are to:

•  set out the obligations of persons involved in the transport of dangerous goods by road or rail
•  reduce as far as practicable the risks to people, property and the environment arising from the

transport of dangerous goods by road or rail
•  give effect to the standards, requirements and procedures of the ADG Code so far as they

apply to the transport of dangerous goods by road or rail, and to
•  promote consistency between the standards, requirements and procedures applying to the

transport of dangerous goods by road, rail and other modes of transport.

This regulation runs to 156 pages. There have been ten sets of amendments since initial gazettal
including one reprint. The Australian Dangerous Goods Code (7th Edition) is a highly detailed code
comprising 718 pages with an accompanying electronic information guide.

This Code provides detailed technical specifications, requirements and recommendations applicable
to the transport of dangerous goods in Australia by road and rail. Subject matter covers the:

a) definition, classification, packaging, marking and labelling of substances and articles that
meet the United Nations classification criteria for dangerous goods or are prescribed as
dangerous goods by the competent authority

b) consigning of dangerous goods for transport, including loading, stowage, load retention and

segregation
c) provision of transport documentation describing the dangerous goods being transported, and

appropriate emergency information for those goods
d) unloading, receipt and transfer of dangerous goods; and the
e) transport of dangerous goods; including the use of vehicles, containers and equipment, and

the provision of safety equipment.
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Dangerous Goods Safety (Explosives) Regulations 2007

The Explosives' Regulations relate to the manufacture, importing, exporting, storage, transport,
security and usage of explosives. In addition to specific provisions, they apply the 3rd Edition of the
Australian Explosives Code (AEC3) for transport and classification purposes,

This is also a substantial regulation running to 198 pages. Since 2007 there have been 11 separate
gazettals involving changes to the content of this regulation including one reprint.

The Outdoor Fireworks Code and the Theatrical Fireworks Code are approved codes which are
prescribed through regulation. Unlike the approved codes that are used in the dangerous goods
storage and handling regulatory regime, the firework codes are mandatory.

Failure to comply with the approved Outdoor Fireworks Code or Theatrical Fireworks triggers an
offence as the codes are called up in this Regulation as a prescribed code.

On 18 May 2010, the Australian Forum of Explosives Regulators (AFER) agreed upon the Resources
and Infrastructure Industry Training Package units of competency for blasting (RIIBLA). These units of
competency are now the basis for shotfirer training throughout Australia. The RIIBLA units of
competency are prepared by Skills DMC, the national Industry Skills Council for the Resources and
Infrastructure sectors. It was also agreed that shotfirers should be assessed against these
competencies every five years. Applicants must demonstrate to the Chief Officer that they are
competent in the skill-set for which they want to be licensed. This is done by providing a statement of
attainment for the relevant units of competency.

Shotfiring licences no longer reference specialty blasting such as down-well perforation blasting. For
these activities, shotfirers are expected to have specialist training and equipment, and it is the
employer's responsibility to ensure people are properly trained and experienced for this work.

Resources Safety will only accept statements of attainment from course providers that are Registered
Training Organisations (RTO) accredited for the required units of competency.

Dangerous Goods Safety (Security Risk Substances) Regulations 2007

The 'Security Risk Substances' Regulations apply only to substances, other than explosives, that
contain >45% Ammonium Nitrate. They align WA with legislation throughout Australia controlling the
possession, importing, exporting, manufacture, storage, transport, supply and use of Security
Sensitive Ammonium Nitrate (SSAN),

The basis for the SRS Regulations is the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreement of
25 June 2004 related to counter-terrorism measures.

This regulation comprises 56 pages and has been subject to 7 amending gazettals since first
introduced. There has been one reprint.

Western Australia has developed dedicated security regulations for security risk substances (SRS)
rather than including them in the Explosives Regulations. This was to avoid confusion or
inconsistencies between safety and security requirements for ammonium nitrate.

The requirements of the SRS Regulations are in addition to the requirements of the other dangerous
goods safety regulations.
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The following substances, other than Class 1 dangerous goods, are security risk substances (SRS) in
Western Australia:

•  solid mixtures containing more than 45% ammonium nitrate (AN); and
•  Ammonium nitrate emulsions, suspensions or gels.

Only specifically authorised persons may possess SRS and have unsupervised access to them.

Authorised persons are either licence holders or so-called secure nominees of licence holders.

In order to obtain an SRS licence, a legitimate purpose must be demonstrated, such as:

•  use for manufacture of commercial explosives and non-SRS products such as nitrous oxide;
•  use in laboratories for research, teaching and testing; and
•  fertiliser use by primary producers.

Licensed shotfirers and operators of mobile processing units (MPUs; licensed under the Explosives
Regulations) do not need to be separately authorised to possess SRS.

Licences are not issued for household use or fertilisation of recreational grounds (e.g. sports grounds,
parks, gardens).

Individuals who are licence holders and people with unsupervised access to SRS require a security
clearance and must apply for a dangerous goods security card.

The security clearance process is conducted by the WA Police and does not involve Resources
Safety.

The Chief Officer issues a dangerous goods security card on the advice of the WA Police. A current
card is proof of security clearance and is transferable between employers. The card by itself is not an
authority to be in possession of SRS, only a necessary precondition. The card holder also requires
authorisation from an SRS licence holder to have unsupervised access to SRS or explosives. This
establishes that the employee has an operational need and the competence to have unsupervised
access to SRS, and gives the person the legal status of a secure nominee.

SRS manufacture, storage, transport and fertiliser licences require a security plan as a precondition
for obtaining a licence. The content of a security plan requires licence holders to develop a written
document including a security risk assessment and other prescribed elements.

Dangerous Goods Safety (General) Regulations 2007

These general regulations facilitate the general operation of the Act at covers matters such as scope,
forms, infringement processes and exemptions. They comprise 22 pages and have been modified 3
times since initial gazettal in 2007.
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Appendix C - Codes of Practice and Dangerous Goods Administration

Codes in Practice

Approved and mandatory codes of practice provide safety recommendations to assist people in
meeting their obligations under the Act and regulations. The codes are approved and gazetted by the
Minister under section 20 of the Act, and may be used as a defence in law (s.62 of the Act). Although,
compliance with an approved code is not mandatory, it is expected that deviations from
recommended practice will be justified and it can be demonstrated that the use of alternative risk
control measures provides an equivalent or lower level of risk.

Section 62 of the Act allows the operator of a dangerous goods site to adopt and comply with
approved codes of practice, where applicable (e.g. spillage containment, impact protection), and
thereby be deemed to have:

•  achieved the outcome required by the Storage and Handling Regulations; and
•  complied with the duty to minimise risk from dangerous goods as far as is reasonably

practicable.

Mandatory Codes

Storage and Handling

Transport

Explosives and Fireworks

AS 4897-2008 The design, installation and operation of underground
petroleum storage systems

Australian Dangerous Goods Code (ADG7)

Australian Explosives Industry and Safety Group Inc. (AEISG) -
formerly Australian Explosives Manufacturers Safety Committee.

•  Code of practice- Ammonium nitrate emulsions, suspensions
or gels - ANEs (UN 3375)

•  Code of practice - Blast guarding in an open cut mining
environment

•  Code of practice - Elevated temperature and reactive ground

•  Code of practice- Mobile processing unit
Australian Standards

•  Code of practice - Prevention and management of blast
generated NOx AS 2187.0 - Explosives - Storage, transport
and use - Terminology

•  AS 2187.1 - Explosives - Storage, transport and use -
Storage

•  AS 2187.2 - Explosives - Storage and use - Use of
explosives, gases in surface blasting

Safework Australia

•  Australian Explosives Code (AEC3)
Department of Mines and Petroleum
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Safe use of outdoor fireworks in Western Australia - code of
practice.

Western Australian theatrical fireworks - code of practice.

Approved Codes

DMP's website advises that approved codes of practice provide a useful and convenient mechanism
to identify most control measures at the majority of dangerous goods storage installations.

f
J

The current schedule of Approved Codes covers guidance developed by 11
associations or standards organisations. There are over 90 individual codes
currently approved to guide dangerous goods management practice under the
auspices of the DGSA. 61 of these codes are Australian Standards.

Department of Mines and
Petroleum, Resources Safety
Division

National Occupational Health       •
and Safety Commission

National guidance notes
supporting the COAG
agreement of 25 June 2004
against terrorism use of
ammonium nitrate.

Australian Standards

American Institute of Chemical
Engineers

Australian Explosives Industry
and Safety Group Inc.

Storage and handling of dangerous goods - code of
practice.

Safe storage of solid ammonium nitrate - code of practice.

Safe use of outdoor fireworks in Western Australia - code
of practice.

Western Australian theatrical fireworks - code of practice.

National code of practice for the control of major hazard
facilities [NOHSC: 2016 (1996)].

•  Ammonium nitrate guidance note No.1 - Transport.

•  Ammonium nitrate guidance note No.2- Storage.

•  Ammonium nitrate guidance note No.3 - Agricultural Use.

•  Code of practice- Ammonium nitrate emulsions,
suspensions or gels - ANEs (UN 3375).

•  Code of practice - Blast guarding in an open cut mining
environment.

•  Code of practice - Elevated temperature and reactive
ground version 1.1 March 2007.

•  Code of practice - Mobile processing unit.

•  Code of practice - Prevention and management of blast
generated NOx gases in surface blasting.

•  Code of practice- Segregation barriers for transporting
mixed loads of detonators and high explosives.

The Layer of Protection Analysis: Simplified Process Risk
Assessment code of practice, published by the Centre for
Chemical Process Safety.

•  AS 1020 The control of undesirable static electricity.
•  AS 1210 Pressure vessels.

•  AS 1345 Identification of the contents of pipes, conduits
and ducts.
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I

AS 1375 SAA industrial fuel-fired appliances code.

AS 1530.4 Methods for fire tests on building materials,
components and structures - Fire-resistance test of
elements of construction.

AS/NZS 1596 The storage and handling of LP Gas.
AS/NZS 1677.2 Refrigerating systems - Part 2: Safety
requirements for fixed applications.

AS 1692 Steel tanks for flammable and combustible
liquids.

AS 1716 Respiratory protective devices.
AS/NZS 1768 Lightning protection.

AS/NZS 1850 Portable fire extinguishers - classification,
rating and performance testing.

AS/NZS 1851 Maintenance of fire protection equipment
(all parts).

AS 1894 the storage and handling of non-flammable
cryogenic and refrigerated liquids.

AS 1915 Electric equipment for explosive atmospheres -
Battery operated vehicles.

AS 1939 Degrees of protection provided by enclosures of
electrical equipment (IP code).

AS 1940 (2004 edition) The storage and handling of
flammable and combustible liquids (Note that subsection
11.2(b) of AS 1940 does not apply as it is in conflict with
Regulation 73 - "Fire Protection" of the Dangerous Goods
Safety (Storage and Handling of Non-explosives
Regulations 2007).

AS/NZS 2022 Anhydrous ammonia - Storage and
handling.

AS/NZS 2106 Methods for the determination of the
flashpoint of flammable liquids (closed cup).
AS 2118 Automatic fire sprinkler systems.
AS 2187.1 Explosives - Storage, transport and use - Part
1: Storage.

AS 2337 Gas cylinder test stations (all parts).
AS 2359 Powered industrial trucks (all parts, including part
12 Hazardous areas).

AS 2441 Installation of fire hose reels.

AS 2507 the storage and handling of agricultural and
veterinary chemicals.

AS 2714 the storage and handling of hazardous chemical
materials - Division 5.2 substances (organic peroxides).

AS 2832 Guide to cathodic protection of metals (all parts).
AS 2865 Confined spaces.

AS 2885 Pipelines - Gas and liquid petroleum (all parts).
AS 2896 Medical gas systems - Installation and testing of
non-flammable medical gas pipeline systems.

AS/NZS 2906 Fuel containers - Portable - plastic and
metal.

AS/NZS 2927 The storage and handling of liquefied
chlorine gas.
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AS 3780 The storage and handling of corrosive
substances.

AS/NZS 3788 Pressure equipment- In-service inspection.

AS/NZS 3833 The storage and handling of mixed classes
of dangerous goods in packages and intermediate bulk
containers.

AS 3846 The handling and transport of dangerous cargoes
in port areas.

AS 3873 Pressure equipment - Operation and
maintenance.

•  AS 3961 The storage and handling of liquefied natural gas.
•  AS 3978 Non-destructive testing - visual inspection of

metal products and components.

•  AS 4041 Pressure piping.
•  AS/NZS 4081 The storage and handling of liquid and

liquefied polyfunctional isocyanates.
•  AS 4289 Oxygen and acetylene gas reticulation systems.
•  AS 4326 The storage and handling of oxidizing agents

(Note that AS 4326 is not applicable to solid, ammonium
nitrate. For the safe storage of solid ammonium nitrate
please refer to the DMP code of practice)

•  AS 4332 The storage and handling of gases in cylinders

•  AS/NZS 4452 The storage and handling of toxic
substances.

•  AS/NZS 4645.2 Gas distribution networks- Steel pipe
systems.

•  AS/NZS 4681 Storage and handling of Class 9
(miscellaneous) dangerous goods.

•  AS 4745 Code of practice for handling combustible dusts.
•  AS/NZS 4801 Occupational health and safety

management systems.

•  AS4839 The safe use of portable and mobile oxy-fuel gas
systems for welding, cutting, heating and allied processes.

•  AS 4971 Inspection and integrity monitoring of large steel
vertical petroleum storage tanks.

•  AS 4976 The removal and disposal of underground
petroleum storage tanks.

•  AS 4977 Petroleum products - Pipelines, road tanker
compartment and underground tank identification

•  AS 4979 Flammable and combustible liquids- Precautions
against electrostatic ignition during tank vehicle loading.

•  AS/NZS 5026 The storage and handling of Class 4
dangerous goods.

•  AS 5092 CNG refuelling stations
•  AS/NZS ISO 31000 Risk management- Principles and

guidelines.

•  AS/NZS 60079 Electrical apparatus for explosive gas
atmospheres (all parts).

•  AS 61508 Functional safety of
electrical/electronic/programmable electronic safety-
related systems (all parts).
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Asia Industrial Gases
Association

•  AS IEC 61511.1 Functional safety - Safety instrumented
systems for the process industry sector - Framework,
definitions, systems, hardware and software requirements.

•  AS IEC 61511.2 Functional safety - Safety instrumented
systems for the process industry sector - Guidelines for the
application of AS IEC 61511.1.

•  AS IEC 61511.3 Functional safety - Safety instrumented
systems for the process industry sector - Guidance for the
determination of the required safety integrity levels.

•  AlGA 051/08 Code of practice- Phosphine.
•  AlGA 050/08 Code of practice- Arsine.
•  AlGA 020/05 Code of practice - Nitrous oxide.
•  AlGA 022/05 Code of practice- Acetylene.
•  AlGA 068/10 Carbon dioxide.

American Petroleum Institute
(API).

•  API RP 521 Guide for pressure relieving and depressuring
systems.

•  API 579-1/ASME FFS-1 Fitness-for-service.
•  API RP580 Risk-based inspection.
•  API RP581 Risk-based inspection technology.
•  API 620 Design and construction of large, welded, low-

pressure storage tanks.
•  API 650 Welded steel tanks for oil storage.
•  API 652 Lining of aboveground petroleum storage tank

bottoms.
•  API 653 Tank inspection, repair, alteration and

reconstruction.
•  API RP 752 Management of hazards associated with

location of process plant permanent buildings.
•  API RP 753 Management of hazards associated with

location of process plant portable buildings.

Steel Tank Institute (USA).

Underwriters Laboratories
(USA).

Petroleum Industry Contractors
Association.

•  SP001 Standard for the inspection of aboveground storage
tanks.

•  R931 Double-walled steel aboveground storage tanks for
installations instructions.

•  UL 142 Standard for steel aboveground tanks for
flammable and combustible liquids.

•  UL 971 Standards for Nonmetallic Underground Piping for
Flammable Liquids.

RP 001 Recommended practices for installation of
underground liquid storage systems.

Appendix D - Glossary of Terms

AbbreviationlTerm  Definition

ADG7              The Australian Dangerous Goods Code (7th Edition) is the Australian Code for
the transport of dangerous goods by road and rail published by the National
Transport Commission.
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Abbreviation/Term

AEC3 and AE Code

Definition

AEISG

AFER

AN

Approved Code

DGO               Dangerous Goods Officer - a person (or a class of persons) appointed under
section 27 of the DGSA (2004)

DGSA (2004)        The Dangerous Goods Safety Act (2004)

DMP               Department of Mines and Petroleum

FIFA               Fertiliser Industry Federation of Australia

GHS               Globalised Harmonised System

HVEG              Heavy Vehicle Enforcement Group - An interagency committee hosted by Main
Road WA and addressing on road compliance and related Dangerous Goods
Safety matters.

MHF              Major Hazard Facility (MHFs) are locations such as oil refineries, chemical
plants and large fuel and chemical storage sites where large quantities of
hazardous materials are stored, handled or processed.

MPU               A mobile processing unit is a vehicle or a moveable piece of equipment (also
called a mobile mixing unit or MMU) designed to transport the constituents of a
bulk AN-based explosive to the place where the explosive will be manufactured
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Chief Officer        The Chief Officer is appointed under sections 25 (1) and (2) of the Dangerous
Goods Safety Act 2004 to administer the Act and regulations. The Chief Officer
is the Executive Director of Resources Safety.

Council of Australian GovernmentsCOAG

Competent
Authority

CAP

Australian Standard  A standard published by Standards Australia

ARPANSA

The Australian Code for the Transport of Explosives by Road and Rail, Third
Edition 2009, published by the Commonwealth of Australia (ISBN 978 0 642
32747 5 or ISBN 978 0 642 32753 6) (also called the Australian Explosives
Code)

Australian Explosives Industry and Safety Group Inc. Formerly the Australian
Explosives Manufacturers Safety Committee.

The Australian Forum of Explosives Regulators.

Ammonium Nitrate (See SRS below)

Approved codes of practice provide practical guidance to person storing,
handling or transporting dangerous goods.

The Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency is responsible
for Code of Practice for the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material. In Western
Australia the Competent Authority is the Radiological Council within the
Department of Health.

The Competent Authorities Panel (CAP) is a national body whose prime
responsibility is to consider submissions requesting national exemptions,
determinations and classifications that may operate at variance to the prevailing
Australian Dangerous Goods Code.

The principal officer or statutory authority having statutory duties and powers in
relation to the transport of explosives. In Western Australia the Chief Dangerous
Goods Officer in the Resources Safety Division of the Department of Mines is
the competent authority.
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Abbreviation/Term  Definition

and used.

National Police History Checks

Material Safety Data Sheet

National Government Advisory Group for Chemical Security

National Industrial Chemicals Notification and Assessment Scheme (NICNAS)

National Industry Reference Group for Chemical Security

Office of Rail Safety

NPHC

MSDS

NGAG

NICNAS

NIRG

ORS

PCBU Person conducting a business or undertaking - a person conducting a business
or undertaking alone or with others, whether or not for profit or gain. A PCBU
can be a sole trader (for example a self-employed person), each partner within
a partnership, company, unincorporated association or government department
of public authority (including a municipal council).

RADARS           Reform and Development at Resources Safety - A DMP initiative to improve
regulatory practice in the resources sector.

RSD              Resource Safety Directorate - A division of the Western Australian Department
of Mines and Petroleum

SRS A security risk substance has the meaning given to that term by the Dangerous
Goods Safety (Security Risk Substances) Regulations 2007 regulation 3. In the
Western Australian Regulations substances containing more than 45%
ammonium nitrate are scheduled as a security risk substance unless it is an
explosive; or it is an aqueous solution, being a homogenous mixture of 2 or
more components in a single phase.

WHS              Work Health and Safety
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